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Nov Sc ction.I. ESTERN EUlO PE&N -THEATER
1944 Par.t 3i Si"thiAriy GC-oup

1 U.S. SEVENTH ARMY

XV Corps Contact with XII Corps of U.S. Third Arrmy main-
tained by elements of 106th Cav Gp near Mouncourt., above
Parroy Forest. On opposite side of Parroy Forest, 44th
Div conducts aggressive patrolling day and night. Seventy-
ninth Div is in rest area vic Luneville. CCD of 2d Fr
Armd Div completes occupation of Baccarat, 15 miles SE of
Luneville, patrols toward Rambervillers and Bortrichamps,
and occupies latter in afternoon.. Patrols also enter
Forest of Grarnmont, E of Baccarat. CCV captures Vacqueville
after hard battle and reaches river Blette at Migneville.
CCL crosses Meurthe R, at Mienil. Fiin, traverses tip of
Mondon Forest to Hablainville-Buriville area, and from

.there sends column across Verdurette R, at Pettonville to
cut Ogeviller-Herbeviller road. Herbeviller is taken at
1430, despite violent .enemy arty reaction. Another column
crosses mine fields to capture Ogeviller and' near-by

*.Reclonvillo. Thanks to tank and arty cooperation, French
losses in these operations are slight.

VI Corps Continuing advance toward Raon ltEtapo, 45lth:Div
outflanks and knocks out road block 4. miles- 3aJ of Raon
i'Etape in Stc. Barbe Forest. Enemy .is contacted in
considerable force on W outskirts of la Sallc, 5½- nmiles
S of Raon ltEtape. The 399th Inf (-2d Bn) of l00tt Div
and the 117th Cav Rcn Sq arc attached to 45th Div; 117th
Cav Rcn Sq, which has moved rapidly through Mecnil,
Nossoncourt, and Ste. Barbe, is to occupy high ground NE
of Baccarat; 100th Div has arrived in VI Corps sector 11
days after debarking at Miarseilles and will relieve 45th
Div in vicinity of St, Remy--St. Benoit--Baccarat. In
forested area to S, local attacks meet strong resistance..
In repeated attempts to secure crossroads in le Haut
*Jacques, 7th Inf of 3d Div encounters:mine fields and
receives considerable enemy arty and mortar fire.. Thirty-
sixth Div continues to push through mountainous, forested
area Nj of la Houssiere, Enemy resistance most stubborn
on slopes near.st la Houssigru',

The 103d D~iv is assigned to Seventh ariy.

[1WI Aejrrt
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Nov Section i: WESTERN EUROPEAN THEATER
Part 3: -Sixth Armny Group

FIRST FRENCH ARl.2,

II Corps. Five nmile's SW of Gerardmer, elements of 3d Alg
Div occupy Haut du Tot, which has been abandoned by
e, nemy, and Hill 900 to the SE. Enetmy is contacted at
several points in this vicinity, however, and his patrols
arc activc on N ridge of Travexin,

I Corps Normal patrol activity in 2d ,ior Div sector, S
of Lure-Bolfort linc. In sector held by 9th Col Div,
enemy arty fire is received at l'Isle-sur-le Doubs, about
1-7 miles S.T of Bolfort, and at Pont ds Roide, about 17
m. iiles S of Belfort.

'Alps Sector Fourth Mtn Div places 200 rounds of 105-iim. fire
on enemy-held Col de Thures, at Franco-Italian border 14 miles
ESE of Briancon. U.S. First Airborne Task Force elements N of
southern extremity of Franco-Italian -border advance 1 to 2
miles against negligible resistance. Enemy withdraws from
Sospel and Castillon.

First TAF (Prro.; XII TAC furnishes close support to VI Corps
and First Fr `rmy. Rail cuts made between Mulhouso and Senheim
and N and SE of Colmar. Amtro dump SW of St. Die destroyed.
Enemy gun positions bombed and strafed in Nompatelizc-Hurbache
area. Loco dostroyed near Obernai. Four road cuts made in N
part of First Fr Ariny zone and factory near Champagnoy bombed.
(Near Third Armiy Group-Sixth Army Group boundary, fighter
bombers of XIX TAC, Ninth Air Force, drop 30 500-lb. bombs on
enemy arty SW of Lorquin.)

2 U.S. SEVENTH ARMYl.

XV Corps Patrols of 44th Div SE of Parroy Forest find
enemy has wiithdrawn from Domjevin, 9 miles E of Luneville,
and :Div moves forward slightly. Relief of 2d Fr Armd Div
in SE of its sector 'is begun by elme-ints of 117th Cav Sq
and of 45th Div (VI' Corps), but Fr units continue to hold
positions along the Blettc and Vezouse Rivers during next
twv, aeeks*.,udepr intense enemy arty fire.
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VI Corps Scattered'pockets of resistance, road blocks,
mines, booby-traps, mortar and MG fire slow advance of 45th
Div toward Raon 1'Etape from SW. The 399th-Inf of 100th
Div is committed in S of 45th Div sector, relieving
elements of 179th Inf. South of St. Remy,. 15th. Inf of
3d Div occupies les Faignes and Nompatelize without
fighting, but is engaged in SA fire fight in la Salle.
RCT 442, attached to 36th Div, works down slopes toward
la Houssiere against scattered resistance.

FIRST FRENCH ARMY

II Corps Rcn parties of 3d alg Div push E in Rochesson
and le Menil areas. Enemy places harassing fire on
Cornimont, li Daval, and vicinity of Blancfaing, Weak
enemy arty activity on 1st Inf Div front, which stretches
in northeasterly direction from vicinity of Ronchamup to
vicinity of le Thillot.

I Corps Patrols of 2d Mor Div inflict losses on German
patrol detaclmuent in Bois des Guyottes, N of Liignavillers,
6 miles NE of Villersexel. In 9th Col Div sector harassing
fire received at Pont de Roide, Ecurcey, and .iutechaux;
counter-barrage fired.

Alps Sector Arty' harasses Col du Petit St. Bernard and
ValgrisanchO, NE and E of Bourg St. Maurice, in N of 4th Mdtn
Div front. A few enemy shells hit Bonneval in Isere sector.
Rcn finds Lanslebourg and Lanslevillard unoccupied, but
Germans are contacted in la Tomba region along Italian border
E of Col du LMont Conis. In Durance sector, arty strikes enemy
CPs in lo Chenaillct vicinity.. Enemy harassing fire falls on
Infernet and le Gondran, directly.S, as well as on Briancon
and Aiguilles.

3 U.S. SEVENTH ARMY

XV Corps The 121st Cav Sq of 106th Cav Gp maintains
positions on high ground E of Parroy Forest. Elements of. 1 1 1 - . .
44thn Div moi
extensive m/
Leintrey anc

k� It lo 41, 1 .4 ;111� 11
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Nov Section I: I.JSTERN EUROPEAN TEATER
1944 Part 3: 'Sixth' .rny Group '

VI Corps Relief of 45th Div continued by 100th Div.
Enemy dug in along trails and on hills in Uoo'ds SV'I of
Raon l'Etape place heavy Si and MG fire on patrols and
advancing troops.' Third Div units continue attacks on
la Salle and lo Haut Jacques; other elements maintain
pressure on enomy dug-in positions on Hill 616,, 3 miles
W of St. Die. Enemy counterattacks from NE and N in
Nompatelize area repulsed after slight loss of ground,
Enemy continues to oppose stubbornly units of 36th.Div
fighting'in Forot Dominiale de Champ.

FIRST FRENCH ARMY

II Corps In limited'objective attack toward Gorardmer,
3d Alg Div advances in area between la Forge and Rondfaing,
iniN of sector. In central part'of sector patrols reach
Cornimont. Slight enemy arty activity continues in zone
of 1st Inf Div.'

I Corps Enemy arty fire on area E of Pont de Roide and
Autechaux continues. '

Al'ps Sector Harassing fire continued by both sides in Isere
sect6r. To the S, enemy arty also hits Sollicres-Sardieres,
between Lanslcbourg and Bramans. "Farither S, in area E of
Briancon, Fr arty fires on Clavicro Rl% and Col do Thures.
Arty also strikes at Echelic, N of Briancon. Enemy directs
arty fire on Lits'. Janus ahd Goiidrari, E of Briancon. In
Durance sctbr, patrol engagemoent,occurs at St. Paul, N of
Tournoux, and 'encmy fires on'"Condamimne, S..of Tournoux. French
special detacmments 'are active in Maurienne and Ubayc sectors.
First ABTF makes advance NE of Sospel.

First TAF (Prov.) XII TMC fi gnter bombers damage RR bridge
across Rhine, at Broisach, and bomb and strafe troop concen-
tration S of la Chapelle.

4 U.S. SEVENTH ARMti.i

XV Corps Period inactive except for rotation of units
and improvement of newly occupied positions, fifth arty
fire directed on Veho-Blemerey area in' 44th Div's line of

I . 6

U1.
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VI Corps Enemyr resistance stiffens on 45th Div N flank
at Thiaville, '?7 of Raon l'Etape, but weakens slightly
on the S, in vicinity of St. Remy, where 15th Inf elements
of 3d Div arc relieved by 399th Inf, 100th Div. Seventh
Inf of 3d Div takes lc Haut Jacques after long and bitter
fighting, Fifteenth Inf moves N after clearing la Salle.
Thirtieth Inf occupies Sauceray and enters Herbaville.
SAk MG, and mortar fire fights delay advance to Mcurthe R.
Thirty-sixth Div's 143d RCT patrols aggressively from les
Fouliorres and Biffontaine.' Elements of RCT 141 with Stack
Force maintain contact with French on S flank.

FIRST FRENCH JARMiY

II Corps 'ThLirc lg Div continues to make progress in
direction of 'Grarhdmer,. Rochesson is occupied and la Roche
des Ducs is mopped up and passed. Cornimont is under
heavy enemy arty fire. Only patrol activity in 1st Inf
Div sdctor.

I Corps Patrol activity and enemy harassing fire in 2d
.Mor Div sector. Ninth Col Div patrols skirmish with
enemy at :Pirrefontaine, 3 miles E of Poht de Roido.

Alps Sector Calau day in 4th iMtth Div sector. Slight enemy
harassing fire on Briancon, Gondran, Condamino, and Fort
Tournoux, First ABTF occupies positions vicinity of Mt.
Grazian, at Italian border*NE of Sospel, against determined
enemy resistance.

First TAiF (Prov.) Twelve fighter bombers attack road net ih
vic Herbavillo. Rail cuts made E cf -Colmar. Marshaling yards
near Neustadt bombed.

5 U.S. SEVENTH alfRM

XV Corps No change in positions. arty continues harassing
fires and 44th Div patrols on entire front of its sector.

VI Corps Enemy improves defenses S and S;t of Raon 1'Etape
by committing units of 361st Volksgrenadier Div. Elements
of 157th Inf, 45th Div, are engaged in house-to-house
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19L44 -Ptrt "3:' 'Sixth A'rnyGroup'

fighting in St. Remy-Etival-Clairefontaino area, less

than 3 rmiles S of Raon l1 Etape. The 180th Inf experiences

close-in fighting near edge- of woods imrediately ST'T of

Raon l1Etapc. 'To the NW, elements of 179th Inf attack

Thiavillc from the SW while 45th'Cav Rcn Tr attacks from

the NW'--from Lachapcllel. Town'is entered from the S at

1530; 179th Inf units arc engaged in heavy fighting

remainder of day and withdraw' from town for night. Units

of 397th Inf, 100th Div, ente-r line in Baccarat area,

relieving elements of 179th Inf. Third Div.. continues

advance toward Meurtth' R. in area between Clairefontaine

and St. Die and mops up scattered pockets of enemy re-

sistance in vwoodod areas. Town of Biarville is taken by

15th Inf aftor a sharp fight. Thirty-sixth Div attacks

astride les Rouges Eaux Valley, against heavy resistance.

Hill 699, in the forest to the SE', is occupied against

SA opposition. Stack Force secures Rehaupal-

FIRST FRENCH ,iRP,/

II Crorps Patrols of 3d Ailg Div advance through Lyris

Forest. Enery.. harassing fire falls on Saulairos, Cornimont,

los Barranges, and ila Croix des Moinats. Weak enemy arty

activity continues in zone of 1st Inf Div.

I Corps' Light arty activity.'

Alps' Sector Fourth L.tn Div arty fires on enemy truck convoy

approaching Col du Petif St. Bernard and at enemy concentration

at Col du Frejus. Usual exchange of harassing fire takes

place in area INE of Briancon. Units of lst ABTF following up

enemy withdrawal on the S have reached Franco-Italian border

and mission of U'.S. troops on this front becomes entiroly

defensive.

First TAF (Prov.) Fighter bombers msake 1 rail cut and damage

20 boxcars at liolshoim; aiso attack gun position in XV Corps

area.

6 U.S. SEVENTH idYJ Y

,q rblieves
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VI Corps Eloments of 179th Inf, 45th Div, attaciking
Thiaville are 'stopped, by heavy. enemy MG, mortar, 'and
arty fire. .Enemy holds dorminating heights across the
.ileurthe R. House-to-house fighting continues in area NE
of St. Romy. Third Div's 15th Inf clears and occupies
Brehimont and la Vachorie; at 2200 elements attack E and
NE from Biarville. Thirtieth Inf units occupy le Bihey,
1 mile W of St. Die. Thirty-sixth Div continues slow
progress in forest between-la Houssiere and los Rouges
Eaux. RCT 442 still faces stubborn.enemy opposition on
la Houssioro slopes.

FIRST FRENCH iARMY

II Corps A.-dvance to E of 3d Alg Div continues slo,-ly in
area SE of Gcrardmer, Contact is established x-'ith 36th
Div on ridge Ml of Passage. Lively enemy inf and arty
reaction forces units of 3d alg Div to retire from Hill
1050 at S edge rf forest area S of Lake Gerardmor. Since
Jlaunching of offensive on morning of 3 Nov, Corps has
succeeded in consolidating defenses at Haut doe-Faing and
assuring security of cormmunications in Vagney region,
Situation remains static in 1st Inf Div sector.

I Corps Enemy patrols contact 2d Mor Div strOngpoints,
at Claircgoutte and Frederic-Fontaine, 10 iilcs 17 of.
Belfort, and are repulsed, falling back under cover of
mortar fire. Weak enemy harassing fire in 9th Col Div
sector.

ilps Sector In Isere sector, enemy fires on Bourg St. Maurice
area, and to the S cnemy fire is received at SollirbsSardieres
and Termignon. In Durance sector enemy arty is directed at
Valle Stretta and Salles. The ist ABTF has passed Sospcl, 9
miles N of Cap iMartin, on a broad front.

7 U.S. SEVENTH ARM

XV Corps No change .Patro's to Leintrey and vie of
.Blemroy report no enemy activity,.

n pg rgtB9' SI
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VI Corps- Stubborn cnemyr defense of positions along W
side of 1iOurthe. R. S' of Baccar:-t is ^nmarked by -attempted
infiltration, a counterattack, and aggressive patrolling.
Enemy employs considcrable 88-m1rm. bazcoka fire in action
N.E of St. Ror:y. Third Div continues clearing eneyr .
resistance -from E edge of Mortagne Forest.. Eleaoents of

142d RCT, 36th Div, moeet only scattered resistance in
continued advance SE toward Vanemont. RCT :442 encounters
SA and mortar fire as it tries to move dovwn to road and
ER E--W from la Houssiere.

FLRST FRENCH AiRMY

II Corps Third. Alg Div has now completely occupied the
small vcoods N of Cornimont, along the bioselotto R. Two
enemy counterattacks in Iegion N of Haut du Rainde are
repulsed by inf and by arty fire- WTeak oenery arty continues
on !st Inf Div front.

I QCrps. Advance elements o01 2d Mor Div imiprove their pc-
sitions-i E of Lemontot; no enenay reaction. Harassing fire
¥xchangod'.on 9th Col Div front.

Alps Sector Arty o'f 4th Mtn Div shells about 50 enemy ski
treops seen hear Mont Genevre, NE of Briancon. Harassing
fire received on advance posts in Bourg St. Maurice region.

8 U.S. SEVENTH ARFY

XV Corps Rainy weather hampers operations. Patrols of
121st Cav Sq report Xuros, on Li-rne-Rhine Canal at INE
tip of Parroy Forest, clear of enemy..:

VI Corps Encl;y 'counterattack in afternoon in 45th Div
sector bet.en St. Remy and Etival-Clairefontaine is

repulsed after 6-hcur fight. Relief of 45th Div by 100th
Div is completed; 399th Inf of 100th Div prepares to
_move N to Baccarat. Third Div elements continue to clear
la Sallc plain; 15.th Inf occupies le iMenil and attacks
Deyfcsso. Sevcnbth Inf occupies Xamfaing 'on Div R flank.
Eneray resistance to 36th Div elements above "a IHoussiere

i« * 1 . ~ i _i _.-i 'i n i-^-i r._;* __5O -Z n'i ^LV OL1O ly.~.L .
.seOieU lU a ,U;nfpe.-kL,
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near Neuve R, and 3 miles W of la Houssiere. .RCT 142 is
advancing toward Vanemont to relieve pressur on 442d RCT.

FIRST.FRENCH ARMv

II Corps Enemy harassing fi.re strikeos-Haut do Faing,
1 mile NE of Cornirmnont, Corps units occupicdr Wiith con-
solidation of positions and rotation of units. -Enemy
patrols arc active in Menil area.

I Corps Encmy arty fire received at Eboulct and Frederic-
Fontaine in 2d Mor Div sector. Mortar fire received-at .
Autechau: on 9th Col Div front.

alps Sector Enemry arty fire received at'advanced posts in
Tarentaiso, Maurionne, and Ubaye sectors.

9 U.'S. SEVENTH ARMY

XV Corps High water continues to impede traffic :over
.Vezouse bridges S of Parroy Forest.

VI .Corps The 100th .Div completes relief of 45th Div,
which assembles in rcst areas near Bains: los Bains and
passes to Seventh army control. Fifteenth Inf of 3d Div
continues-advance toward Miourthe R. Heavy casualties and
local withdrawals caused by intense enermy tank and SA .fire
in afternoon in vicinity of le Vivier and la Fosse. During
night of 9--10 Nov, 7th Inf is relieved by 409th Inf of
103d Div. To the S, .RCT 142 presses on tovward Vanomont,
with small fire fights along the line, and relieves RCT
442. .Countcrattack from vicinity of la Houssicro at
1600 is ropulsod, as'is another in area to NE..-

FIRST FRENCH ARMi

II Corps :Enemy arty slackens in 3d a.lg Div soctor, but
at 1510 several enemy planes drop total of 6 bom'os in low
level attack on Sapois, directly in rear of center sector
of 3d Alg Div front. First Inf Div takes over part of.
3d Alg-Div sector 'in Cornimont area '-Eneamy pattrols are-
repulsed. in. Travoxin and.ale Menil region.

1 R l § OM I IPn W
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I Corps Bad. weather limits activity to rcn.

Alps Sector 1M:oderate arty falls in Bourg St. Maurice and
Lanslebourg areas. Fr arty strikes at enemy activity IE of
Col du Petit St. Bernard. hrty concentrations also placed on
le Chonailletla.nd on cable RR station at Claviere, in area
E of Briancon. Botween Ubaye Valley and Larche Pass, Germans
set fire, to villages of Maeyronnes, Certamiussat, and Larche.

10 U.S. SEVENTH ARMYP

XV Corps 106thl Cav Gp occupies Vauccurt and Hill 264, E
of Parroy Forest.

VI Corps Elements of 100th Div capture Pajaille, NE of
St. Roniy, vith little difficulty. Enemy evidently with-
drawing to E side of Meurtho R. On N flank of 3d Div,
elements of 15th Inf clear Etival, having entered, under
cover of smoke screen; others occupy le Vivier and la
Fosse. Fifteenth Inf now holds broad front 1S? of St. Die
along the Lieurthe formerly hold by 399th Inf of 100th Div.
Thirtieth Inf enters town of Chalet without resistance
but micets heavy,,MG fire in house-to-house fighting at
la Bollc. On night of 10--11, RCT 410 relieves RCT 30 of
3d Div along vwooded high ground W of Taintrux R. from
Herbaville to vicinity of Chevry. RCT 142 of 36th Div,
attacking at 0900, finds la Houssiere and Vanemcnt clear
and Onter therm vithout opposition.

FIRST FRENCH .RE YY

II Corps Sor-o enmy mourt.r fi".; falls on Hill 1013 in
3d iilg'Div zone. First Inf Di-- front inactive.

I Corps Enerny SP arty fire on ,.iignafans and Lliarvelise.
Patrol on S flank of 2d laor Div inds Vaivro Woods un-
occupied. Soren patrol activity and harassing arty fire
in 9th Col Div sector.

Alps .Sector Arty ,wiith 4th lMtn:Div carries out program of
harassing fire in Isere sectcr. Enemy arty shells lo Gondran
and Janus in Durance sector. Rcn finds vicinity of l,eyronnos

- -a . 1Mf 'r .NC Lh~r ",J
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still enemy occupied. Combat and rcn patrols are active in
southern zone hold by 1st a.BTF, relief of which has been begun
by 44th ALA Brigade.,

11 U.S.. SEVENTH ARE Uf

XV Corps Seventy-ninth Div begins move from Lunoville
rest area to vicinity of Montigny, 5 miles ONE of Baccarat,

VI Corps Front remains-quiet in 100th Div sector S and
SE of Baccarat. Relief' of 3d Div elements by 103d Div
units continueS. Column of.30th RCT takes la Boiell
where it is relieved by 410th Inf. Fifteenth Inf maintains
and improves its defensive positions. Intermittent enemy
arty fire received. Enemy has withdrawn across the i!eurthe
R. RCT. 411 of 103d Div trains behind the front lines for
an attack on hill kmass- S of St. Die. In Stack Force
sector of 36th Div zone. Hill 701, I'T of Champdray, is
attacked through scattered Si resistance. Entire area
is heavily mined.

FIRST F1EKNCH ARiU

II Corps Patrol activity by both sides; little enemy arty
or mortar fire.

I Corps Situation static.

Alps Sector ,A fcvJ mortar shells fall on le Combottier in Isere
sector. MLortar fire also hits Fort de Tournoux. Enemy continues
demolitions in Larche Valley.

12 U.S. SEVENTH RJv{ : R

XV Corps. Forty-fourth Div completes regrouping of units
in preparation for attack. Five hundred feet of corduroy
road constructed during night for benefit of TDs. CCD of
2d Fr Ar..d Div will operate in 44th Div's zone. Seventy-
ninth Div elements concentrate in portion of 2d Fir irrld
Div zone S- of Blette R, CCL of 2d Fr rirmd,:Div vwill
operate in 79th DivTs zone in the coming attacC. CCV
occupies Liontigny. 5 rmil2 JE, o. Bac ar.ra4E.. l^M!,-_i-

-t g-!�Ztf,4-
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12 .CCR forestall eneumy attempt tl destroy RR bridge 'across
Cont Blette R. in HorbovilJcr, 4 miles .NW of Lontigny. During

night of 12--13, Corps arty fires total of about 25,000
rounds in preparation for morning attack.

VI Corps The 117th Cav Rcn Sq holds Veney, .iervillUr, and
Vacqueville, all a few rmiles NE of Baccarat. The 100th
Div jumps off on its. first.full-scale attack at 0900,
with- 397th and 399th Regts attacking on Bortrichamps-
Veney road, N of the 1:.7iurthc R. The 399th Inf turns NE
toward Noufmaisons to block possible German, movement S
toward Raon l'Etape. While rcn trtops S of river place

..diversionary fire on Raon l'Etape, 397th Inf attacks
toward it. Dense -;vcods, mud, snows and considerable SA
and arty fire rmake progress slow. Fifteenth Inf of 3d
Div continues t:o man and improve defensive positions
extending from Etival. to la Vacherie. .G, 103d Div,
takes comman-d of Div Zone in area formerly held by 3d Div.
During night of 12--139, 409th Inf outpcsts Rougcville and
Richardvillc; 410th *Inf receives light arty and iE fire.
Eleuents of l'42d RCT-j 36th Div, continue to occupy hill
mass at 1.it. Thiriville, Sl; of la Houssiero. In center of
div zone, el;olmcnts of RCT 143 enter um-ontzey against Sh
,opposition, nihilo others proceed to slopes of le Cours MPt.
Farther N, units of 143cd Inf .work int® wooded hills S
of la' Chapelie. '.

FIRST FPRE2,CH Jl .:if

II Corps Weak enemy arty acti -ity.

I Coros No change in front lines. }Heavy snowfall in
9th Col Div sector.

Ailps Sector Fourth ltn Div directs harassing fire on
Valgrisanche, across Italian border E of Bourg St. £iaurice,
and on Chaberton and Chenaillet, E of Briancon. First ABTF
elements raid defense works at lMille Fourches, near Authion,
8.:miles N of Sospol, killing 8 enemy. i-.rmd inf units of 14th
,rrmd Di1v aru tcmprlorarily attached to 44th AAA Brigade,. pending
time that 14th Armdisare operational in Seventh Army.area.
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13 U.S. SEVENTH APm .

XV Corps At 0700, 106th Cav. 'Sq attacks through woods:
NE of Vaucourt against light resistance. In afternoon,
121st Cav Sq passes through 106th.and continues attacks
toward Lagarde, but is stopped at edge of Wvoods by heavy
enemy arty fire from N. 'Forty-fourth Div attacks E at
0700. Seventy-first Inf gains 1,000 yards before slowed
by enemy automatic weapons, mortar, andiarty fire. High
ground beyoknd Leintrey is occupied. N of the 71st Inf,
324th Inf makes moderate advance, coming under heavy
enemy fire from Remoncourt, Arty support given by 114th
Inf. The 314th and 315th Regts of 79th Div jump off from
Migneville-Montigny area at 0700 in attack aimed at
Sarrebourg along Ancerviller-Nitting axis. *Little re-
sistance met at first, but more SA and arty fire en-
countered as troops continue advance to NE. By close of
day, elements of both regts have reached outskirts of
Ancerviller and 314th occupies high ground 1 mile NI of
town. Heavy SA fire from vicinity of Ste. Pole harasses
div R flank. Second Fr Armd Div will support Corps.
attack led by 44th and 79th Divs and protect Corps R.
flank and rear. During night of -13--14, prepared. arty
fires are placed in area between Chazelles and Avricourt,
across axis of advance .of: 44th Div.

VI Corps. At 0900, 397th Inf of 100th Div continues attack
toward Raon l t Etape from N'W and N. German counterattack
is quelled by heavy.arty fire that kills about 75 of the
enemy. RCT 442 moves to relieve elements of 142d RCT,
36th Div, in area between Mt. Thiriville and Vanemont
valley. Aumontzey and Champdray are occupied.

FIRST FRENCH ARBMY

II Corps Limited fire action and limited objective attacks
to hold enemy reserves on this front..

I. Corps Enemy patrol attacks str.ongpoint of 2d iFor Div S
of Frederic-Fonlta.ine:and is repulsed.. Raging blizzard
causes postpone.n-ent o:: attack scheduled to have begun
this day.

- g~~ Xf E X n ®a B »B
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Alps Sector Enermy harassing fire strikes at Claviere and
Chenaillet. In Durance sector, enemy movments to-iJard the
Meelmise point, Aiguille Rouge, and Meyronnes are observed.
Some shells fall on Janus and Fort de Tournoux. High moun-
tain detachments continue to carry out rcn missions in
Brianconnais and Ubaye. Harassing fire by both sides,
especially in Maurienne and Ubaye.

Western French Forces Command post of Western French Forces
is transferred from Paris to Cognac at 1200. The Forces
Francaises de ltOuest are under command of General do Larminat.
These forces have been assigned-the area W of the Rhone and S
of the Loire and have been given the particular mission'of
reducing the German pockets astride the Gironde Estuary, so.
that the port, of Bordeaux may be opened.

First TAF (Provy. Adverse weather restricts flying to five
missions by XII TAC.

14 U.S. SEVENTH ARMY

XV Corps Seventy-first Inf resumes attack at 0720. hd-
vance units are soon pinned down by enemy 'S, mortar,
and arty fire, and only minor gains can be madei. a't
0700, 315th Inf of 79th Div, attacks toward Ste. Pole;
-village is not cleared until mid-afternoon. In :the
meantime, other elements of regt take Ancervilier1 after
house-to-house fighting. Advance units reach high
ground S of Halloville, 2 rmiles NE of' Ancerviller.'.'

VI Corps On third day. of attack toward Raon l'Etape by
100th Div, 397th Inf occupies Clairupt, just W of Raon
l1Etape, In ioods to the N, heavy casualties are caused
by intense enemy fire. S of Neufmaisons, 399th Inf also
strikes heavy resistance and fails to progress. RCT 442
holds defensive positions along W slopes of Vanemont
valley. Elements of 142d RCT, 36th Div, clear L.,t.
Thirivillo and push S across la Chapelle-Corciemx road.
The 141st and 143d Regts advance SE without resistance.
Advance elements of 143d are in Ivoux and Granges. On
Corps S boundary 141st RCT sends patrols to le Tholy
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FIRST FRENCH ARvMY

II Corps Enemy arty fire received at Rochesson and
Cornimont. Numerous fires observed in le Tholy and la.
Bresse and on neighboring farms. Enemy patrols active
in 1st Inf Div sector.

I Corps Series>of -offensive operations opposite the
Belfort Gap begins at noon on both sides of the Doubs,
E of l'Is!o-sur-le Doubs. Initial attack achieves
complete surprise,. Commanding General of the German
338th Div is killed during the arty preparation.

Alps Sector Enemy activity observed at alpine passes of
Mont Cenis, du Frejus, and d'Arronde. Enemy fire received at
le Lavoir, Turra, and Bourg St. Maurice. In Durance sector,
enemy'patrol' unsuccessfully attacks post at Sestriore woods.
Enemy' fire fel'ls at Fort de Tournoux.

First TAF (Prov.) Thirty-four sorties flown in 6 rmissions by
French TAC.

15 U.S. SEVENTH iRMf

-XV Corps' The 114th Inf of 44th Div attacks E 'btween
Remohcourt and Lointrey at 0755, into 'woods 'a of Avricourt,
Enemy counterattack from S is repulsed by arty, mortar,
and- SA fire of 71st Inf elements E of Leintroy.: Other
Div units consolidate positions and give fire support to
114th Inf. WJith TD and tank assistance, 315th Inf of
79th Div drives enemy from Halloville during morning,
destroying 5 enemy tanks and taking 91 EPis. Harbouey,
directly NE, is taken in afternoon, Roads SE of Barbas,
a mile S of Blamont, are cut by 314th Inf. Considerable
arty and SL fire encountered, Patrols sent E toward
Badonviller from Ste. Pole are forced back byheavy.arty
fire. A task force of CGR, 2d Fr Armd Div, takes up
position to protect 79th Div's right flank. and, if
possible, -to seize intact one or more bridges over
Vezouse R. Rcn'units enter Nonhigny; 1 mile S of
Harbouey, but withdraw before dark.

r id A i^ ro
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15 VI Corps i- bn of 399th Inf, 100th Div, takes Hill 432,
Cont S of Neuf-.misons, dominating German line which had blocked

advance of 397th Inf. Enemy withdraws'. and eleiments of
.399th Inf move .S astride Neufmaisons-Raon 'lEtape road
to just N of Raon-l t Etape. Units of 398th Inf relieved
by 15th Inf of 3d Div. Third Div spends next 3 days
training for a river crossing and reconnoitering river
banks. Germans have set N part of, St..Die on firc.

'Local. engagements delay elements of 36th Div in le Cours
1:Mt. vicinity. RCT'442 'attacks through elements of 103d
.Div in area. 1-- miles SW of Taintrux.

FIRST FRENCH ARi.'Y

II Corps Patrols' of 3d 1ilg Div find le Tholy. and la
Bresse' occupied by enemy.. Bridge at Tholy has been
destroyed. In advance coordinated with 36th Div, left
flank elements of 3d alg Div progress 14 rmiles beyond
le Tholy. EnQrny arty fire renewed on Rochcsson and
valley points. Light arty fire, in 1st Intf Div.-sector.

I Corps Gencral advance of from 4 to 5 miles has taken
2d Mor Div, on N side of Doubs R., beyond Montenois and
Longres, -,hile on the S side the-9th Col.Div reaches
Colombier-Fontaino and Ecot. FFI assists in local
operations.. Over 100prisoners' have been.taken since
noon of preceding day. In Pont de Roide area the offensive
is carried right up to Swiss frontier. Many mines and
booby traps are encountered." Aided by CC 4 of 5th krmd
Div, 2d elor Div takes important enemy strongpoint of
Arcey; as TJcll as Echenans, 1 mile NE. By evening
elements of these units have reached outskirts of Ste.
Maric, 2 uiles:.SE of arcey, and entered Mont Bart Forest.

Alps: Sector Situation' static.

.First-.TF..(Prov.) In 3 missions supporting XV Corps, fighter
-bombers.-destroy 2. trucks, score 2 hits in Avricourt. and 6 on
tracks in mar shaltin yard. near Molsheim. Ten 500-lb. bombs
dropped on or near'.Igney.
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16 U.S. SEVENTHR ,

XV Corps Forty-fourth Div conducts extensive patrolling
and achieves limited gains in area W of Avricourt. Engr
units clear mines along. RR N of Leintrey, advancing 1,000
yards beyond front lines. at 0850, 314th Inf of 79th Div
attacks to capture Barbas. Before noon, an estimated
300 enemy inf and 4 tanks have been driven out toiards
Blamont. Div elements in Harbouey area make slow; progress
in attack N to seize crossings of Vezouse R. near
Fremonvillc, E of Blamont; enemy fire becomes intense.
Second Fr '.rmd Div units are shifted to cover both flanks
of 79th Div and protect its rear. Rcn elements of CCR
take Nonhigny after brief fight and other elements capture
Montroux, 1 mile to the S, after a stiff fight.

VI Corps High ground N of Raon 1'Etape is taken by 397th
Inf, 100th Div, which meets with little resistance there

. though enemy arty fire is heavy in other parts of its-
sector. Three heavy counterattacks are beaten off by
399th Inf. In forest area W. of St.. Die, 103d Div enters
combat for first time. attack commences at 0900 after
15-min. arty preparation. The 411th Inf attacks through
410th Inf in region directly W of St. Die and is h;ld up
by heavy automatic weapons fire along road SE from la
Bolle. In S of Div sector, 409th Inf attacks .across
Taintrux R. and in 3 hurs. has captured Hill 623, 3 miles
SY of St, Die, taking 50 F ls. :Elements farther to the R
meet heavy mortar and automatic weapons fire and inf
resistance in and around village of Chevry. The 410th
Inf supports Div attack with arty fire and smoke screen.
Thirty-sixth advances SE against light opposition 142d
Inf occupies Rcnnegoutte, W of Corcieux..

FIRST FRENCH 'ARLI

II or.ps Third alg Div makes slight progress against
violent arty and mortar fire .in approaching Goerardcor
frcam on Corps L flank. Contact is maintained with
36th Div (VI U.S. Corps).
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I Corps On Corps N flank 2d Mor Div has advanced about
half the distance between Frederic-Fontaine and Bclfort.
Enemy-opposition in Arcey-Ste. Marie area is broken up
by bitter combat, with tanks of 5th Armd Div assisting
2d Mor Div in exploiting.its gains. By end of after-
noon, advance units of CG 4 have reached la Lisaino R.
at Hericourt and Bussurel. CC 5 captures Ste. Marie
after a stiff fight and pushes half way throu gh Mont
Bart Forest. CC 3 of 1st lirmd Div captures Etouvans in
Doubs bend. Ninth Col Div occupies Bourguignon and
Roches los Blamont, N and. NE of Pont de Roido, and to
the. E reaches the wooded area between Blamont and the

Swiss border.- Many enemy are killed in Grand Bois N of
Vermondans by arty. Weather continues unfavorable for

air support.

Alps Sector Wdak- arty activity. Bad weather makes. liaison
and co}mmunications very'difficult.

First TAF (Prov.) XII.TaC attacks secondary targets. Bombs

marshaling yards at Hening, Strasbourg, and Molsheim. Claims

include 8 locos, 45 boxcars, 3 trucks, and 4 88-rmi. guns

destroyed in Strasbourg-Brumath area.

17 U.S. SEVENTH ARM-

XV Corps The 121st Cav Sq moves through Bois de la
Garenne toward Moussey. Patrols find Lagarde, beyond
opposite .(NM'7) end of -woods, 'heavily mined and booby-
trapped. 'Bois'de 'la Garenne. and Bois-de la Baronne are

moppe.d up by 114th Inf, 44th Div. I.aving moved to high

ground , of sAvricourt early. in morning, elements of
324th Div attack at 0800 but are met by determined
resistance and make little progress until afternoon when

platoon of tanks and TDs is employed. ivricourt is taken

:by 1430; ,about 12 enemy. .MG nests :destroyec. in the town.

Igney. 1 mile S of Aivricourt, is seized by'.71st inf.

Towns of Gondrexon, 'Autrepierre, and Amenoncourt, to the

SMi, are also taken. Very heavy enemy' arty and MG fire
.prevents elements of 314th Inf, 79th Div, attacking N
in area SE of Blamont from making much progress. Under

PS fl ' :.' M- n - rQ.tctivc arty barrage a bridge is completed at 2030 over
tA I PIK�, U� fl,
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17 stream NE of Barbas. Further NE, bn of 315th Inf crosses
Cont Vezouse R. by 093.0 and struggles to maintain a bridge-

head against intense enemy cross fire. CCV of 2d Fr
,rmd Div takes over '400 Ps in vicinity of Badonviller.

against fierce resistance, the arid column pushes on NE
to. capture Brp.monil. Other elements of the div enter
Domevre from the .S and follow 79th Div units NE toward
Blamont, Rcn 'element,s of CCg fight way' into Prxux, 2
miles E of IHontreux, at dusk.

VI Corps Chevry and Taintrux, S."T of St. Die, are taken
by 409th Inf of 103d Div. Div consolidates -positions on
hill overlooking St. Die. Patrol enters St. Die and
reports that'enemy is leaving the city'rapidly. As 142d
RCT of'36th Div advances toward Gerardmer, elements
become involved in house-to-house fighting in Mariemont,
while others enter Barbey-Seroux without opposition.
Patrols reach Corcieux. RCT 442 withdraws from the line.
RCT;14i enters, Liezy, about 3 miles ENE of lo Tholy.
Regrouping occupies 00th Div; 398th Inf agssmbles N of
la 'Plain' R., about 1 miles NE'of Rain l'Etape.

FISTT FRENPCH'AH

II Corps No' change in front ~ lines. Enemy'has started
numerous fires at Gerardmer. In 1st Inf Div' sector
enemy arty fire is received at Ronchamp, on extreme R
flank.

I Corps Second iNor Div moves up on left (I:) flank of
attack zone. 'FFI'assists in taking villages of:Faymont,
Leibsnt, n d' Courmont, 'N of Grange Forest. Fifth Armd
Div's CC 6 .ttacks E from Belverne, 9 miles W of
Belfort. -Outer defenses of Belfort are broached. In
center of 2d Mor Div's zone, action is extended northward
by frontal attack on Secenans-Saulnot road axis and the
taking of Champey, 3 miles NE of Saulnot. To the SE,
CC 4, supported by 2d ANor Div inf elements, crosses
Lisaine R. at Hericourt, Bussurel, and Bethoncourt. On
S flank of div'zone, near the Doubs R., CC 5, starting
from Presentevillers, clears Dung, *Allond-ns, Bart, and,
after hard fighting, takes city and fort of iontbeliard.
In Doubs R. bend, 9th Col Div, supported by CC3, 1st Armd

: F
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Div, advances beyond Voujeaucourt-Mandeure bend S of
Montbeliard. Between Doubs R. and Swiss.,border, troops
find bridges across the Gland R.. at Herimoncourt and
Seloncourt.- after a difficult crossing, CC2 and inf of
9th Col Div advance about 2 miles E and occupy Vandoncourt
and Abbevillers by close of the day. Operations are
supported by First Prench'Air Corps. Over 2,000 prisoners
are taken.

Alps Sector Sector calm. Weather conditions bad.

First TURF (Prov.) In support of XV Corps, fighter b6mbers
attack enemy strongpoints of Igney and Foulerey, as well as
Blamontrand Rcchicourt. Planes supporting VI Corps bomb and
strafe Hurbache, hill mass SE of la Voivre, marshaling yards
near Rothau, enemy gun positions, a CP and strongpoint S of
Moyenmoutier, and area SV 'of St. Die. Six rail cuts made in
Dannemarie-iiltkirch area; 30 RR cars destroyed or damaged.
Trucks strafed near Rougemont-le Chateau; 5 left burning.
Direct hits made- on trenches and other targets near Allenjoie.
EighteGen 'Mrauders' of 'French Bombardment Wing bomb Neuenburg
RR bridge but fail to put it out of use. Molsheim and Sarrebourg
also bombed. T.o direct hits made on mouth of tunnel SE of
Sarrebourg.

18 U.S. SEVENTH isl.M

XV Corps Tho 106th Cav Sq attacks E at 0800, seizes
Mloussey, and assists 324th Inf, 44th Div, in clearing
Rechicourt, 8 miles E of Parroy Forest and '5 miles N of
Blamont. Advance of 71st Inf is carried directly E to
point SE of Foulcrey and to. Repaix, -Bulk of 315th Inf,.
'79th Div, is across Vezouse R. by early morning. Enemy
fire prevents further movement in daylight and troops are
unable to move into woods'N of river. Bn of 313th Inf
relieves elcements of 314th Inf SE of Balmont and enter the
town, finding it -clear' of the .enemy, who has bloii all
bridges. To the E, other elements of 314tlh Inf cross the
Vezouse and enter town of Fremonville from the 1'.; fighting
continues there during night. With heavy fighting, CCV
'of 2d Fr i.rnd Div advances beyond Br.emenil. to Parux, then

,: . I ,{, 4. M % .
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18 -attacks Pctitmont, 2 miles to NE, taking it against
Cont strong resistanceo. On the L, coordinating its .dvance

with that of CCV., CCR advances to Cirey-sur-Vezduse,
where it is able to seize the bridges intact.

VI Corps Attack toward high ground SE of Raon.l'Etape
is launched by 100th Div. The 397th Inf moves through
'E-edge of city and is stopped at outskirts by heavy
fire from enemy entrenched in near-by quarry., .To the
NE, stiff' opposition at la Plaine R. crossing near la
'Trouche permits -only one co of 3.98th Inf to pass over to
S side. In 3d :Div.sector, inf protection is. forried to
E bank of iKeurthe R. early in evening soc ngrs can begin
bridge construction. .In 103d Div sector, 'l1lth Inf begins
relief.of front-line elements of 409th Inf.and extends N
flank to Lamcnantille. Left flank elements o'f 36th Div
·approach. heights overlooking St. Leonard and hnould. and
the viMeurthe R. RCT 142 finishes clearing of liariemont
and finds Corcieux already clear, RCT 141 continues -
toward Gcrardnmer from direction of Granges.

FIRST FRENCH ARMY

II Corps. .Third i.lg Div.occupies Lebeillard,.S3 of Tholy
and' improves positions in Lansauchuamp region'-.[ Several
rounds of enemy arty fire fall on Ronchamp and. Cornimont.
Patrols are at shore of Lake Gerardmer, and la Bresse,
5,miles S of Gerardmer, is -taken.

I Corps.. ¥{ and SlVT of Belfort, 2d.-Mor Div captures
Chenebier:, .Chagey,. Luze, Vaudois, and Banvillars.. There
is hard 'fighting at fort .on ,massif of i.Mont Vaudois. To
the SE, in area N of L:.ontbeliard, elements of 5th Armd
Div push N along -road to .Belfort, liberating 'villages on
W side up to and including Chatenois-les Forges. Units
of 9th Col:.Div mop-up .bend of the Doubs S of 11ontbeliard.
Other elements of -this div, with attachments of 2 combat
commands from 1st armd D iv, 6th RTTi from 4th. Mitn Div,
and the 9th Zouaves, advance 7 miles through the Belfort
Gap between the Vosges and Jura mountain ranges--the
Rhine-Rhone Ganal on their L and the Swiss border on their
*R,: capturing Etupes, Feches"les Chat6l, ,Morvillars, Grand-
-villars. Jonrcherov. annd r D.-ll]_ P..f1.c. n..^ ;.I-I-VI � ___ - - - 9 - - __ __
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R. are taken intact at Delle and Morvillars, CC 1 of 1st

Armd Div has been attached to 1st Inf Div and moved to

latter's sector in II Corps zon. ,

Alps Sector Calm day. Rcn more active. Arty fire by both

sides, though still on reduced scale due to sleet.

First THiF (Prove) XII TAC bombs 3 ammo dumps and destroys

15 vehicles in Sarrebourg-Saverne-St. Die area; 10 boxcars

vic lMiolsheim destroyed; 2 locos and 15 boxcars near Boxwviller;

3 locos damaged near Hauenau; rail-cuts made in Sayerno area,

Fighter bombers supporting XV Corps attack enemy installations

at Foulcrey, Hattigny, Richeval, Fraquelfing, Ibigny, and St.

Georges, and RR equipment and gun positions in enemy rear

areas. Iircraft supporting VI Corps bomb and strafe enemy inf

defenses along Clairfontaine-la Voivre- road with excellent

results. Villages of Himbaumont and 1e Viller are strafed,
as are also- tovns of St. Jean d'Ormont, -ileni,l la Chapelle,
and Denipaire.

19 U.S. SEVEN-TH `OXIY

XV Corps Immodiate aim of Corps operations is to encircle

enemy within its zone by seizing E exits of the Vosges

passes between Dabo and la Petite Pierre. ; complete
breakthrough of the enemy's forward defense line before
the Vosges is imminent and the enemy is disengaging and

withdrawing into the Vosges forests. From positions SE

of Foulerey, 71st Inf of 44th Div attacks E at 1030,
liberating villages of Ibigny, Richeval, St. Georges,

Landange, and Neufmoulins--an advance of 6 miles. It is

-assisted in capturc of St. Georges by elements of 324th

Inf, which than turn N. Fremonville, E of Blamont, is

cleared by eleoments of 314th Inf, 79th Div, and units on
R flank pushing toward Richeval encounter only scattered

MiG and SA fire. Richeval is entered at about 1415 and

regt turns E, taking Hattigny by 2100, after a fire fight.

The 315th Inf moves up through Tanconville toward Hattigny.

Fighting of past week has driven deep wedge into sector

of German 70Sth Volksgrenadier Div. During morning, CCR

of 2d Fr lrmid Div enlarges Cirey bridgehead NE to Lafrimbole

and Bertrambois, Advance elements are also at Hattigny,

fS B. A l * f t - . '
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19 3½ mile.s N o.f Cirey. Advancing along Corps R flank, :
Cont CCL is stopped by enemy barrier running from N of

Lafrimbole to S of Niederhoff.

VI Corps On N flank of 100th Div, 117th Rcn Sq and
100th Rcn Tr occupy Neufmaisons, Pexonne, and Fenneviller
without opposition. The 397th Inf is still delayed by
enemy resistance from stone quarry on edge of Raon l'Etape.
The 398th Inf- completes crossing of la Plaine R. and
reaches high ground overlooking St. Prayel, vJlhich is 1
mile IM of loyennmoutier. Rear and L flank of div is
protected by 399th Inf, Third Div continues preparations
near St. Michel sur Meurthe. Foot-bridges are completed
and troops cross during following night without inter-
ference. In 103d Div sector TF "H"! (411th Inf) is
created to hold line now held by 409th and 410th Regts
and sends patrols to iieurthe R, along front S of Ste.
Marguerite. On Div 'S flank, bn of 411th Inf assists
36th Div elements in attack through woods near' Claingoutte,
encountering many mines and booby traps. Thirty-sixth
Div advances-to E slightly; 143d RCT passes Sarupt, W of
St. Leonard; 142d Inf. moves. SUW.from Corcieux'area towards

-Gerbepal; 141st is clearing roads N and ?M of Gerardmer.
!RCT 442. (-100th Bn) is moved to Nice, being relieved from
attachment toN.VI Corps and attached to 44th AAA Brig,
CCA of 14th Armd Div is attached o Corps as of 0600.

FIRST -FRENCH ARIZ

II Corps Third Alg Div continues to make progress east-
ward and occupies Gerardmer without resistance.

I Corps Second Mor Div, supported by 5th Armd Div, is
within 32 miles of Belfort, having captured Echenans,
Dorans, and Bermont. First Armd Div spearheads attack
towards Dannemarie from the. SWV.

Alps Sector Allos and St. Etienne de Tinee are offiQially
placed within sector of 44th AAA Brigade.

First TAF .(Prov.) Giving close support to Seventh Arny, X
. TAC claims for day ivn'lndertr ltn.cnn nf t7r, Ir lr. 99 TIqrT

44 bldgs, 37 boxc
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dump are bombed in Sarrebourg-Saverne area. St. Jean d'Ormont

and Robache are bombed and strafed. Warehouses at Selestat

are blanketed by bombs.

20 U.S. SEVENTH AiMY .

XV Corps Engrs construct Bailey bridges over Vezouse R.

at Domevre, Blamont, and Fremonville. On 44th Div N
flank 324th Inf makes rapid advance, crossing Rhine-Mlarne

Canal at 0830 and proceeding NEito take Langatte and
assist 2d Fr Armd: Div elements in seizing Haut-Clocher,

-a few miles N': of Sarrebourg. Forty-fifth Cav Rcn Tp,
45th Div, is temporarily attached to 44th Div to help
protect Corps L flank, relieving 106th Cav Gp W of
Etang.'de Rechicourt. Patrols of 106th Cav Gp reach
Gondrexange. Advance NE of 71st Inf continues vith even
greater rapidity than on previous day. Xouaxange and Bebing
are taken and Sarrebourg is attacked and cleared. Forty-
fourth Div is moving too swiftly to permit of close air

support. At 0730, 314th Inf of 79th Div attacks NE from
Richeval-Hattigny area. Small pockets of resistance are

cleared out near la Neuveville-les-Lorquin. Two miles

NE, units find bridge across Sarre Rouge R. at Nitting

too damaged',for vehicles and under SA and mortar fire.
Village of Nitting is cleared by 1800. On Div R flank,

315th Inf moves up behind the heavy Fr armd traffic,

stopping at Niderhoff, 1 mile S of la Neuvoville-les-
Lorquin. The 313th Inf moves from Blamont to INiderhoff
area. Niderhoff has been taken in vigorous dawn attack
by the northern column of CCL, 2d Fr Armd Div, which then

proceeds 3½ miles ENE to Voyer. The southern column out-

'flanks anti-tank obstacle by turning eastward, crossing
the Sarre Blanche. Hand-to-hand combat occurs in vicinity

of the barrier. Resistance lessens after 1100 and the

armd column reaches St. Quirin by 1400, then immediately

presses on through kbreschviller and Walscheid to Dabo,

a crossroads in a clearing in the midst of the Vosges

forest, 5 miles S of the Marne-Rhine Canal. Hundreds of

IJs are gathered up in the villages passed on the way.

After moving to vicinity NW of Sarrebourg CCD is joined

by 44th Div elements in taking Haut-Clocher, then proceeds
NE and takes Sarraltroff.

; nn zU a n -b 1^;
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20 VI Corps The 100th Div completes occupation of hill SE
Cont of Raon ltEtape. Resistance at stone quarry on city

outskirts is overcome and 397th Inf pushes on up the
river to St. Blaise. Div and Corps arty, supplemented by
direct fire of TD, tank, and SP AAA weapons, s'upports 5
bns of 3d Div which cross Mleurthe R...before. 06Q0 and launch
coordinated attack E at 0645. Seventh In-f seizes heavily
mined la Voivre and continues advance. Thirtieth Inf
takes la Hollande and Himbaumont, receiving considerable
SA fire, then begins clearing Clairfontainc. Enemy reaction
in general is weak. In afternoon 7th Inf enters Hurbache.
Two 103d Div regts move to Biarville area and follow 7th
Inf of 3d Div. across the Mbeurthe R. during the night.
Bridges are in use by,3d Div and ammo and supplies for
103d Div units must be hand-carried across a single foot
bridge. To the S, 143d Inf units of 36th Div occupy
St. Leonard-Anould sector along Meurthe. R., with some
detachments across t.he river on high ground. Elements
of 141st Inf- v,,,hich have moved N up Gerardmror-Gerbhpal
road meet. 142d0.,In.f urits -moving E through. Grbepal.

FIRST FRENCH AR.

II Corps. .Advance carries E, of Gerardmer. on Corps N flank
and through Plancher and. Champagney an '.the S flank.

I Corps Units of 2d Mor Diy .,enter Belfort. dvvance
elements of lstArmd Div, pu-shing E of Dannemario, have
reached the Rhino at Huningue, NE of Basle. l.io.st of
St. Louis, near-by French suburb of Swis.s city. of Basle,
is in hands of a Fr-motorized rcn. patrol., .although enemy
holds the section beyond the canal..

Alps Sector Active combat patrolling continues.

First TAF (Prove.) In support of VI Corps, XII TAC bombs and
strafes enemy troop concentrations and strongpoints in area
E of Meurthe R. and S of Mxoyenoutier. Fires are started in
Hurbache. Towns of Himjbaumont and St. Jean d'Ormont are also
bomhcri I.nd r i fz-l. Cl P mc n ann r.-- Q-r.-i- 0-!. T; -

Colmar, Strasbour
3 bldgs destroyed
bldgs damaged. o
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21 U.S. SEVENTH ifIY .

XV Corps On Corps N flank, 106th Cav Rcn Sq advances

N against light resistahce and occupies Goerlingon,

Kirrberg, Baerendorf, and Hirschland, and 121st Cav Sq

passes through it to the N to occupy Weyer, Eywiller,

and Drulingen, cutting across lower portion of XII Corps

front. Seventy-first Inf of 44th Div completes occupation

of Sarrebourg. The 114th Inf is brought up from reserve

to occupy high ground S of Sarrebourg; from here it ad-

vances NE, past Sarrebourg, to area S of Lixhoeir. The

324th Inf mops up Bois de Rinting, between Haut-Clocher

and Xouaxangc and later moves to positions E of .Sarraltroff.

Enemy is withdrawing across entire 44th Div front, At

0800, 314th Inf of 79th Div leaves Nitting and follows

Fr armd units N on road to Hesse. Bridge over Rhine-

!oarne Canal at Hesse is seized intact and. advance is

'continued on through Schneckenbusch and Niedervillar as

far' as St. Jean Kourtizero.de, First Bn. of. 313th Inf is

released to assist 2d Fr [Armd Div by blocking IC exits

from the Vosges and guarding prisoners. Northern column

of CCL, 2d Fr Armd Div. which halted at Voyer, and CCV

arc instructed to follow the southern column of CCL as

rapidly as possible along the Dabo route-through the

Vosges, which is guarded by'CCR and the motorized bn

borrowed from 79th Div. Biberkirch, 2 miles NE of Voyer,

is taken by a CCL task force after a violent fight in

which 4 enemy tanks. are .'destroyed. CCD is instructed to

advance as 'fast as possible toward and through Saverne

Pass, It roaches M1aison Rouge, less than a mile W of

Phalsbourg-, swhere stiff resistance prevents further advance.

VI Corps The 100th Div attacks E through Moyenmoutier,

encountering no opposition, and advances over 2 miles

farther, to just short of Senones, also on the'Rabodeau

R. Engrs working on bridges apcrts's- the Meurthe R. are

harassed by enemy mortar, arty, and occasional SA and

1iG fire from.'positions HE of' St. Die. Third Div completes

crossing of heurthe R.. Thirtieth Inf finishes clearing

Clairfontaino. Hurbachb., Denipaire, and St. Joan

d'Ormont are occupied by 7th Inf, which overruns several

enemy art ypooitoti s' in rapid advance. Armd units cross

.ieur i'. bL %rdqa.bridge near St. Michel for

11t~ ~~i??li~ _i^E%~iIna
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21 attachment to 7th Inf. The': 409th and 410th Rdgts 4f
Cont 103d Div attack through 7th Inf of 3d Piv' along' fr-Ot

extending NE from St. Michel, on the r4ver, to Hu'rbahe,
2 miles E of the river. Resistance is light. By
evening, 409th Inf, attacking E, has reached St. Jean
dt0rmont, and 410th Inf, attacking SE, has captured hill
mass immediately NWV of St. Die, .- task force is formed
under 409th Inf for purpose of taking Steig&'Pass, 5
miles E of Bourg-Bruche. St. Leonardm4e Souche-Anould
sector along eI.urthe R. is mopped up ty 143d Inf of 36th
Div, To the S, 141st Inf moves up to high ground over-
looking Miurthe R. where' it passes bete en Clefcy and
Plainfaing, CCA of. 14th armd Div moves along Ramber-
villers-Baccarat-Blamont-Cirey route,.

FIRST FRENCH ARiY

,II Cor.ps Coordinating its advance with that.of 36th
Div (VI U..S., Corps), 3d AlgD.iv has a.vance'd' vell beyond
aXonnupt' (E of -Gerardmer),,and is continuing :tovard the
Pass-of Schlucht. .'First .Inf Div elements have reached
Errevet, .only-5 miles NW of .Belfort.;

I .Corps Belfort is mopped up by 2d Mlopr Div, though small
pocket of enemy resistance remains in SE-edge of city.
Advanco units of div reach. Hauteur de la Forge, 1E of
Belfort. Bulk of 9th Col Div is in position along Allaine
R. between I.orvillars and Delle. Violent German counter-
*attack tolvard Delle from the E and NE-'s in progrcss,
.,enemy retaking Seppois and Suarce, There is also heavy
fighting at Vollescot, 5 miles N of Delle, N of Vellescot,
elements of 5th armd Div cross Rhine-Rhone canal at
Montreux Chateau and Eschene-.utrage., First. Armd Div
elements have occupied St. Louis and'proceeded down W
bank of Rhine to Swiss border, Thirteen miles N, other-
elements of 1st Armd occupy S and NE quburbs of Iiulhouse
and town of Hombourg to the E. Advan'e units of 9th Col
Div, also, are in vicinity of Mulhouse, -

Alps Sector Coiimand of sector assigned to CG, 1st ABTF,
passes to CG, 44th Ai'UA Brigade, at 1800. Forty-fourth hAh
Brigade will protect right (E) flank along~'Franco-Italian'
border S of Allos-St. Etienne de Tinee-Cuneo line and establish
contact winth T+rs+. Fr.rr.h A .... ,.. . v J_ TT
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First TAF (Provey.) XII TAC destroyed 25 vehicles, 8 locos, 84

boxcars, 3 HDV, 1 bldg, and made rail cut in areas of Selestat-

Lorquin-Haguonau. ''

22 U.S. SEVENTH IE'P V .

XV Corps. Advancing N, 106th Cav Gp takes over 100

prisoners and captures or destroys 1 tank, 1 armd car,

12 MT, and 11 guns; 121st Cav Sq moves N and E against

light resistance to vicinity of Bettwiller, Durstcl,

and Tieffenbach. ';dvance elements of 44th Div are now at

Schoenbourg, Eschbourg, and Hattmatt; latter is 17 miles

E of Sarraltroff and about 5 miles NE of Saverno. Large

number of prisoners taken at Vescheim, NW of Phalsbourg,

by 114th Div, assisted by tanks. The 324th Inf meets

harassing fire and light delaying actions in its advance

from Sarraltroff to Schoenbourg. On 79th Div R flank,

315th Inf crosses MKrne-Rhine Canal near St. Louis.

Some light arty and scattered Sja fire received, but main

enemy forces are withdrawing into Saverne Gap. Elements

of 314th Inf relieve French units at liittelbronn, 12

miles W of Phalsbourg. Second Fr armd Div units pass

Dabo after a short fight. Wclfsberg Pass is reached be-

fore noon, and at 1400 the first of the armd columns

emerges on the alsatian plain. Immediately turning N

toward Saverne, it reaches Reinhardsmunster before night.

Reutenbourg, midway between Saverne and Viasselonne, is

held by attached bn of 313th Inf, 79th Div.- CCV continues

E, occupying Dimbsthal, allenwiller, and Singrist. In

the meantime, a column of CCD is stopped just W of

Phalsbourg by strong enemy defenses. Farther N, another

column moves through the Vosges by way of la Petite

Pierre, 3½ miles N of Eschbourg, running into elements

of German 361st Inf Div (retreating into the mountains

before the XII Corps)and taking more than 1,200 RTs, as

well as considerable materiel. at noon this column of

CCD, having come down from Petite Pierre at record speed,

meets CCL units on E outskirts of Saverne. an armd

column.of CCL at once. starts W through the Saverne Pass

to attack the Phalsbourg defenses from the reoar. It takes

the Quatre-Vcnts crossroads in heavy fighting and at day's

'~ t ' ' !y ? '' E ...
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22 end is only 3 or 4 miles from the blocked CCD units W of
Cent Phalsbourg. During following night, Div. units are re-

grouped in preparation for attack on Strasbourg. It is
decided to terminate Phalsbourg engagement and concentrate
all efforts on taking Strasbourg defenses in suprise
assault, by-passing resistance on the way and paying
little attention to prisoners except to disarm them. An
attempt will be made to take the Kohl bridge, E of
Strasbourg. Forty-fifth Div, VI Corps, and CCA of 14th
Armd Div are attached to XV Corps. RCT 179 of 45th Div
and CCA are in Cirey and St. Quirin area, prepared to
cross Vosges Mountains to Romanswiller and Barembach.

VI Corps TF-Fooks is organized under l00th'Div'to press
forward up the Rabodeau R. valley. Mined road blocks on
outskirts of Senones at once slow down the advance, but
elements of 397th Inf pass through the TF and, by-passing
the core of enemy resistance, advance under heavy mortar,
SA, and automatic weapons fire, occupying la Petite Raon,
1 mile NE of Senones, and Vieux Moulin to the S. Other
elements of this regt take Senones against heavy enemy
fire. Third Div advances rapidly. Following 'TF Whirlwind
of 15th Inf, 30th. Inf occupies Grandbpt and moves toward
St. Blaiso and Saales; Ia Fontenelle, Laitro, 16 Rouax,
and St. Jcan d t Ormont have been liberated. Seventh Inf
-overruns enelmy force of about 50 at Nayemont. It is
evident that enemy- forces are- badly disorganized and lack
an adequate cormmunications net. The 103d Div progresses
rapidly SE. La Petite Fosse, 5 miles NW of St. Die is
captured by 409th Inf; 410th Inf seizes Culotte, Pont des
Raids, and Robacho. Some resistance is met by 410th Inf
at la Vigne Honri, and 409th receives heavy SA and
automatic weapons fire from Dijon village. 'The 411th Inf

-forces a crossing of Meurthe R. near Saulcy,. 2 miles S
of St. Die and establishes.a bridgehead after bitter
fighting. In the meantime, reserve elements of-409th Inf
have entered St. Die from the N with no resistance. Seven
miles S of St. Die, 141st Inf of 36th Div crosses iieurthe
R. near Fraize, only to be forced back to Clefcy by heavy
,SA and mortar fire. CCA of .14th armd Div attacks SE from
Cirey area in the direction of Barembach, down the valley
du, Blanc Rupt. Forces are delayed by defended road block
only 5 miles E of Cirey. Duing afternoon, CCA is relieved
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from attachmelnt to VI Corps and attached to XV Corps in
position.

FIRST FRENCH 'R1I .

II Corps Second Mior Div assigned to this Corps effective
0001. Occupation of Belfort, in S of Corps sector, is
completed. In the N, 3d Alg Div elements roach Rotournemer,
5 miles E of Gorarduner, but progress is slow because of
enemy mine fields. In center of sector, 1st Inf Div
reaches points E of Giromagny.

-I Corps A '"Grouperment d texploitation" is formced to move
N. 'o Atlsatian plain toward Strasbourg, mopping up rremaining

-.enemy forces and seizing Rhine bridges found intact, as
well as bloching Vosges valleys entering tl'e plain on its
L. ivIulhouso and Baldersheim are occupied." Fifth Armd
Div re-pulses a counterattack in.Suarce-Dannemarie area
and regains some of ground lost- on previous day.

Alps Sector No change.

First TAF (Prbv.) XII TG.C attacks troop concentrations and
trenches in close support to Seventh Arrmy. 'Claims 36 vehicles,
1 loco, 20 boxcars, and 1 bldg damaged in"St.. Die area and 1
loco and 3 bldgs destroyed in'Wissembourg area, where tmo
marshaling yards are bombed..

' 23 1.US.. SEVENTH REIY

XV Corps Enermy 'counterattack in late aftornoon forces
elements of .106th Cav Gp to withdraw'from Eschwiller and
Eycwiller ." 'Sinice attack threatens security of Corps CP
:at Sarrebourg, the town is' :outposted.by bazooka teams
and, Hqs personnel is organized ifor def0s,.4 ' .Lidxheim
new 44th :D.iv- CP location, is shelled by enerny. Elements
of 324th.'Inf capture enemy supplies and. many prisoners
in advance through Eschbourg-Dossenheim' Pss'.; Griesbach,
62 rmiles NE: of SaVerne, is reached. Rcn eld.-ents are as
far N as Petersbach, about 3 miles E of Drulingen.
Germans have evacuated Phalsbourg during night. Seventy-
- -. 4- h- _n .. , r Tr I J h TI A L _ I . _. _ -m -5 _ J - ~ _ -
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23, closes in assembly area near Saverne. The 315th Inf
Cent moves into Vosges forest E of Henridorf, clearing

Dannelbouxrg, Lutzelbourg, and area S of the gap, in-
cluding Garrebourg. Blown bridges and abandoned road
blocks arc chief obstacles encountered. The 313th Inf
-(-lst Bn)-helps protect Fr supply route in Hazolbourg
vicinity, 32 miles S of Henridorf. Four ari-d columns of
2d Fr Arrmd Div commence dash for Strasbourg at 0700.
While CCR makes a diversionary attack toward Wassolonne
and blocks Wangenbourg crossroads in Vosges forest to'-
the W1;, two columns of CCL approach Strasbourg from the
N1' and two columns of CCV near it from the SU. By 0900,
the southern -column of CCL has come in contact wlith
outer defenses of -the city and is brought to a stop by
a strong anti-tank barrier. .t 1000 the two columns of
CCV are halted before the same defenses. At 1030 the
northern column of CCL- repdrts that it is in Strasbourg
and on its way to the Kehl bridge. Latter is defended

...by "casemato'ed fortifications which stop the 'C.Olumri a few
hundred yards short of 'it's goal with very. heavy. AT fire.
CCV breaches the anti-tank barrier at 1300 and overruns
the. S part:'of the 'city.' First Bn of 313th Inf, 79th Div,
assists it in clearing of Neudorf district. By evening
most of Strasbourg is in hands of 2d Fr Armdcl.Div. In the
meantime, CCR has taken WVlasselonne and occupied positions
on the crests SE of it. RCT 179 of 45th Div reaches
Wasselonno, after traversing Vosges Miountains, and patrols^.
to the S. CCA, 14th airmd Div, is delayed by numerous
road blocks in passing through the Vosges forests along
axis of advance paralleling, Blanc Rupt valley......

VI Corps Enemy resistance slackens as 397th Inf-of 100th
Div leads Div drive.E, from the Rabodeau R. valley, and
the advance is hampered only by sniper fire, road blocks,
and mines, Towns- of Belval arid St. Blaise are taken.
TF Fooks rema.ins behind, delayed by road blocks and craters,
and is at 16 Vermont, 3 miles SE of la Petite Raon., at
nightfall. Third Div occupies Saulxures, St. Blaise, and
Saales and is fighting from house to houso in Bourg-Bruche
in the;evening. ':The 409th Inf of 103d Div complqtes the
clearing ef St. Die, occupies Provencheres, andmoves E
along Ville .oad as far as Colroy le Grandce. The 410th
Inf reaches: line Frapelle-ITeuvillers, so that large
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mountain lmass IE of St-. Die is now completely secured.
On S flank, 411th Inf reaches line Coinches--la Croix-aux-

rMines. Thirty-sixth Div's 143d Inf clears Venchores and
Mandray. Latter is reached by elements of 142d Inf during
afternoon as they move from vicinity of Sarupt toward .
Ban-de-Lavolinc. Against moderate resistance, elements
of 141st Inf advance from vicinity of Clefcy toward high
ground overlooking Plainfaing and from Anould area to NV
outskirts of' Fraize.

FIRST FRENCH Ri'M.Y

II Corps Third alg Div captures le Thillot. Strong re-
sistance is _mot in advance toward Schlucht Pass. First
Inf Div captures Chateau-Lambert, S of Ie Thillot, and
advances past Ballon diJlsace'. Enemy situation in
Mulhousoe-Belfort area continues fluid.

I Corps Fi.rst.Armd 'Div occupies Ballersdorf, 2 riles E
of Dannemaric, and iorsc.hwiller 'le .Bas, 'W of Mulhouse.
Ener copunmtcrttaclk- :throws. the :French out, of Ensisheim,
Battenheimn'.'Sausheim, .and- Hombourg, points ':N and'E of
Kulhsuso . ' ·

Alps Sector No change'...

2-4 U.S. SEVENTH '0haRiY

XV Corps Thd 106th Cav Gp, holding line Struth-isswiller-
Drulingen, is heavily engaged all day in steru-daing strong
inf'-tahk attacks from the N. especially in 106th Cav Sq
sector on the L.' On the R, 121st Cav Sq elements are
forced back from Durstel to Asswilier, and Tieffenbach,
also, must be vacated. Elements in Drulingen receive
.large volume of enemyr arty fire. Assistance is given.by
4th Armd Div, which has entered XV Corps territory to
avoid unfavorable terrain W o.f Fenetrange in advance on
Sarre-Union. Elements of 71st Inf, 44th Div, are driven
from Raumiller by enemy inf and tanks. Remainder of line'.
along Div N flank is maintained unmolested. Other elements
.of 71st.t nf establish defensive positions'E of the Vosges'
in vicinity'bf Neuwiller. -Div's new mission is to protect

"I ,,I .-,i � i 1� r- � , FOR
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24 rear (N) flank of XV Corps, extending NE from Phalsbourg
Cont to Griesbach. Shortly after midnight, 313th Inf :of 79th

Div cormmences to move E of the Vosges Mountains, from
Hommarting area through Saverne Pass to vicinity of Brumath,
10 miles NN7 of Strasbourg. The 314th Inf lTavos Saverne
area later in morning and is attacked 5 times by German
planes .while en route to assembly area.E of Bruma'th. The
315th Inf marches, through the gap to Savcrre and entrucks
there for area N of Brumath. a limited attack is necessary
to dislodge enemy troops from Rottelsheim and onciemy still
holds Kriegsheim, immediately E of Rottelshciua. 'Div rcn
elements reach points 6 miles E of Brumath, 'beyond rail
line to Bischwiller, and block VTeyersheim'.-Gambshoirm road.
Elements of CCR, 2d- Fr irmd. Div, move into Brcus.chwlickers-
heim area 1[ of Strasbourg, with purpose of preventing enemy
from crossing Bruche Canal between Ernolshcim and Wolfsheim.
Patrols find Lholsheim unoccupied. Cleaning up of Stras-
bourg is compjleted and Div regroups. Losses inflicted
upon the enemy by Gan Leclerc's forces in this very brief
Alsatian campaign include 200 killed and 12,500 taken
prisoners:' and the' destruction or capture of 16 Hlark V
*or'VI tanks-'23 Mark IV tanks, 800 half-tracks or
armored vehicles, 8 SP guns, i120"AT guns, and- 38 other
large guns. The three regts of 45th Div take up front-
line positions in widely separated sectors. RCT 179',-'hich
moved S from Romansviller area, is attacking Miutzig. The
180th Inf is moved from Bains les Bains rest..area to
Gougenheim, :7 miles NE of V'asselonne. On the other side
of the Vosges, 157th Inf assembles 'in area J'1 of Sarrebourg,
near Haut-Clocher. The 45th Cav Rcn Tr reverts to Div
control. CCA of 14th 4rmd Div, progressing slowily through
St. Quirin Forest, approaches Bruche R.

VI Corps Attacking NE in the Plaine R. valley, 117th Rcn
Sq and. elements- of 398th 'Inf, 100th Div, pass Cellos,
Bionville, A1llarmont, Vexaincourt, 'Luvigny, and Raon sur
Plaine. Little' enemy 'resistance remains in 100th Div
zone.; only s:niper fire- and mines hamper front-line
elements. Tht 399th Inf passes through the 397th to take
lead in attack' E:-toward Grandfontaine-Schirm:ieck road.
*Both 3d and 1i00th'Divs are now a-ttacking along the
Bruche R. Towns of Plaine, Diesbach, and Fouday are
captured .during -the day. Third Div advance NE and.
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24 continues at rapid rate. In addition to Saulxuros, towns

Cont of Nouveau Saales and le Han have been liberated.. 11ll

regts overcome stubborn resistance of a local nature.

Bourg-Bruche is cleared by 7th Inf against stiff re-

sistance. During the night, 7th Inf elements capture

51 PR's in SA and MG fire fight about 2 miles N of Bourg-

Bruche. Fouday receives 200 rounds of light enemy arty.,.

NE of Lubine, 409th Inf of 103d Div comes up against well

defended enemy position running N and S from Ranrupt
around Climont Mt., through Fouillaupre gorge, and on to
the S. The. 410th Inf continues rapid advance, taking

Ordon and Lussc, S of Colroy le Grande. The 411th Inf
clears Sto. l;arguerite and takes high ground NE of

Combrimont. The enemy is surrendering in considerable
-numbers. The 142d Inf of 36th Div reaches Ban-do-

Laveline and -secures it with little resistance, then
proceeds to take *'Wisembac¢, 2 miles NE. Fraizo, 2 miles

S of -:iandray and on Meurthe R.,, is cleared by 141st Inf

after overcoming moderate enemy resistance. Other

elements occupy Scarupt. RCT 143 combats enemy harassing

detachment above le .Chipal-la. Groix sector of road from

Fraize to .Bans-de-Laveline.

FIRST FRENCH ARi'T.Y

'II Corps Third Al.g Div is -meting- stiff resistance E of

Xonrupt. First Inf Div captures Sewen, 8 miles SE of
le Thillot, takes Petit-Mlagny, 6 miles S of Sewen, and

continues drive E tcward Masevaux. Second cior Div is

holding sector along. Savour:euse R. from Belfort to Rhine-

Rhone. Canal. -

I Corps Ninth Col Inf occupies Bourogne, 5 miles SE of
Belfort and holds Rhine-Rhone Camal line S of Belfort. Fifth
Armd Div regains all .ground lost except Dannomaric. Enemy
continues to infiltrate, reaching Rechesy, near Swiss
border. Fr attack on Magny, SW -of Dannemarie, is suspended-
because of heavy resistance.. First Armd Div occupies. ' '
1Aspach, near iiAltkirch (E of Dannemarie). German troops
are crossing Rhine S '.of XKembs, where .they hold bridgeheads.

alps Sector RCT 442 relieves 19th armd Inf Bri under the 44th '

~"A Bra- r.. .
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25 U.S. SEVENTH AR'.Yf

XV Corps Strong enemy tank and inf attack strikes 106th
Cav Sq near Schalbach. Elements of 121st Cav Sq are
forced to withdraw from Tieffenbach to Struth, as enemy
infiltrates to rear. RCT 157 of 45th Div is temporarily
attached to 44th Div. Enemy inf and tanks counterattack
114th Inf positions at 0900. Near Metting, 4 miles W
of Eschbourg, 17 enemy tanks attack the soldiers in their
foxholes. Enemy forces withdraw before noon, after making
slight local gains in'two attacks and losing 6 tanks to
TD and arty fire. Seventy-ninth Div patrols find enemy
laying mines in front of Kriegsheim during night, Arty
fire is placed on the village. Four miles to the E, a
bn of 313th Inf attacks Gries in the afternoon, meeting
moderate resistance from Si fire. Enemy withdraws from
this town then fires into it from tanks. Witbruch, be-
tween Kriegshcim and Gries, is occupied.' In the moarntime,
elements of 315th Inf assault Kriegsheim, which enemy.
defends with AT guns, howitzers, and mortars. Kriogsheim
is taken by 1500, however. Motorized patrols of 314th Inf
reconnoiter area between Bru-math-Strasbourg line and the
Rhine. Second Fr Xrrmd Div maintains strong rcn patrols
in Strasbourg area. CL. attacks Fort Ney, IM of "city,
which surrenders only after receiving heavy, arty concen-
trations. Over 600 P[s taken include the German Mivlitary
Governor of Strasbourg. On opposite. siade o i city, CCV
captures garrison of Fegersheim., On Cerps S flank, 179th
Inf of 45th Div .successfully attacks enemy's. Liutzig
position. Resistance in area before the forts N of Mutzig
is broken and Heiligenberg is captured. The 157th Inf
is attached to 44th Div. -*N of Strasbourg many ils are
captured by !80th Inf, which maintains contact with 2d Fr
Armd Div in Strasbourg and with 79th Div in Brumath.
Practically no enemy, resistance left between Gougenheim
and the larno-Rhine Ua'li. CCA of 14th A.ri- Div is re-
lieved from attachnein to this ccrps and attached to VI
Corps,

VI Corps The 399th Inf of 100th Div moves on about 7
miles NE, through Freconrupt, Vacquenoux., Wackenbach,
Schirmeck, Lutzelhouse, Urmatt, Niederhaslach, and
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25 Oberhaslach. Patrol from 398th Inf enters Grandfontaine.
Cont Third Div continues rapid advance E, clearing several

towns and proceeding N and E along the la Brucho Valley
road. Thirtieth Inf units attacking NE from Barembach
seize Russ and are fighting in Grendelbruch at end of day.
In maneuver to outflank well-defended Provencheres-Lubine-
Ville road, 103d Div attacks E: N of the road the 411th
Inf advances E, while S of it the 410th Inf attacks along
the hilltops; 409th Inf attacks positions in the pass
area itself, with TF Hanes coming up through Saalos and
Bourg-Bruche on the northern approach to Ville and
meeting stubborn resistance. RCT 411 meets strong
opposition from enemy entrenched on lMt. Cliront, 2 miles
SE of Bourg-Bruche. On Div S flank, 410th Inf takes
town of la Pariec, after about 300 enemy Russians have
withdrawn from the area, and proceeds on E over mountain
trail toward Fouchy, which is seized before nightfall.
Thirty-sixth Div troops reach edge of Plainfaing, vwhile
other elements -%o the NE are approaching Sto. i.Carie aux
Mines from the N and W.

FIRST FRENCH jaiRY

II Corps Third ilg Div is meeting stiff 'resistance E of
Xonrupt. BoundcarF between 3d Alg Div and 1st Inf Div is
moved from H to S of Mloselle R., the 3d Alg Div taking
over le Thillot area. First Inf Div advances rapidly and
occupies St. Gormain and Lachapelle-sous Rougemont on
Highway 83, having attacked them by way of Rougemont
le Chateau, 8 miles NE of Belfort. Second 1Mor Div elements
hold line. Votrigne-Perouse-Mlieroux, running from N to S,
immediately EE of Belfort. Rapid advance of the ist Inf
Div has caused -Germans to withdraw from forts E of Belfort
and to fight a delaying action while in flight, abandoning
line of the Savoureuse R. German defenses W of the upper
Rhine are fast becoming chaotic; the German Nineteenth
grmy is badly mangled.

I Corps Fifth krmd Div mops up enemy infiltrations into
Rechesy. Counterattack forces 1st armd Div elements back
to Habsheim, 3 miles SE of Mulhouse, on W edge of Harth
*Forest,.
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Alps Sector ETOUSA directs prompt movement of airborne
elements of 1st ABTF to Soissons, Lyon, and Mourmclon.

First TAF (Prov.) XII TaC attacks dug-in tanks ncar 'eyer,
destroys 15 vehicles,..2 tanks, 2 iAn guns; 1 pontoh bridge, 10
ME-109s and 1 FJ-190 (in Strasbourg area), and 1 loco, and
effects 2 rail cuts S of Sarre-Union and 2 in western Germany.

26 U.S. SEVENTH =lRI/Y

XV Corps Units of. 106th Cayv Gp have moved E through the
Vosges to area SE of Ingwiller. Elements still !7 of the
Vosges contact 4th arnd Div forces of XII Corps in .
Rauwiller, Schalbach, anld Drulingen. Also Wu of the Vosges,
1st Bn of 157th Inf, 45th Div, attached to 71st Inf of
44th Div, counterattacks enemy at Rauiwiller and with
support of a tank co retakes town by 0930. rrem.indor of
44th Div forces reorganize pocsitions and' patrol to the
front. Forty-fifth Div units E of the Vosgs' organize
defenses in Bouxwiller area, 8-10 miles ME'of Saverne,
with object of preventing enenmy from. withdrawing to the
E -from Vosges passes from Rhine-MLarne Canal N to Ingviller,
Considerablo harassing arty fire falls throughbut 79th

.Div sector. 'Encrmy troops are reported.-moving into
Haguenau and 'Bischwiller. Rcn.patrols of 2d" Fr i.rmd
Div sent Sl to Giespolsheim, Fegershoeim, Eschau, and
Graffenstaden report area clear. CCR and CCV capture
bridges across Bruche Canal and 1111 R. ibout 1500 PJs
taken during day.

VI Corps The 100th Div withdraws from VI Corps front
and prepares to move N to Sarrebourg vicinity, wvhere it
will relieve elements of- 44th Div, XV Corps, Fifteenth
Inf of 3d Div moves from Schirmeck to Mutzig and takes
latter after SiA fire fight. Thirtieth Inf advances E
from Wischos to Rosheiim, Boersch, and Ottrott. Elements
of 15th and 7th Regts.aro moving into Strasbourg area.
The 411th Inf of 103d'Div passes Climont on the S; some
of its troops are pinned down by automatic weapons fire
from Mt. Climontt Regt moves by forest trail to attack
Steige and !iaisongoutte, which are captured after heavy
street ancl n(
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26 E on: Provencheres-Lubine-Fcuchy road 'against- may.pil141

Cont boxes and defendeod road blocks. .at Lubine' it receives
mortar, arty, and SP fire, but pushes on tovward, Fouchy.
'TF' Hans on. N' flank takes la' Salcee after .a bittir: .fight.
A.fter overcoming numerous barricades and .loing soibmchard'
fightihg, 1st 'Bn of 410th Inf, attacking'in conjuncticon'

'with TF Hanos -takes Ville, under heavy enermy' aty- fire
from surrounding hills. In SVT sector of Corps front,
141st Inf of 36th Div relieves elements of 143d .nf. .in
lo Chipal and attacks heights S cf Fraize. Plainfaing
is cntered i.ithout opposition. RCT 142 reduces stubborn
road blcck' and, captures' Ste . Marie-aux M'inos and.,-:S..te;.'.
Croix; the 143d Inf'assembles-,in'this sector along N.
flaink'- Of 'div.

FIRST FRENCH :R'iY

II--Gvbr,:s Third Ailg Div captures Ventron, 2 miles SE of
·Cornimont, Col dfOderen, about 2 mrailes farther SEB, and
Bussang, 4': ailes S of Ventron. 'To the 'S',' ist Inf Div
-advances to -Dobller'en, Niederbruck, masevaux, and vicinity

.ef Lauw. t.Sceond dior Div captures all! rofmraining Bclfort
-forts and- reacihes general line 'Rougemcnt-Bessoncourt.

I Corps First Armd 'DiV captures Heimsbrunn' and Galfingue,
5 miles' S'S1 of Muillhduse, 'and Didenheim, 2 r.miles S'l of city.

Alps Sector No change.

Western French Forces Gerlan counterattack in La Rochclle area
causes French fc-rces t: withdraw slightly in area E -of
Aigrefeuillcs.

First ThF (Prov) 'XII TAC destroys 1 loco -and 20 boxcars N of
Rastatt, 4 boxcars at Ansbach, -3 vehicles, 1 trailer, 1 half-
trackSgnd' l loco near Edehkoben; makes single rail cuts at
-Solestat, -E 'of Nouf'Brisach., and Kaltenhouse, and 4 rail 'cuts
E of Haguenau. 'An additional 29 boxcars are destroyed. -or
damaged. Eight enemy aircraft are destroyed on groundc.an¢' 1
Fi-l90-.ancd 1 /E-262 probably destroyed in the air.

D-i .and iSN ...
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27 U.S. SEVENTH ARiV,

XV Corps The 157th RCT is released from attachrment to
44th Div and reverts to 45th Div (VI Corps). ,it 1500,
71st RCT of 44th Div is attached to the 4th Armd Div of
XII Corps. Other elements of 44th Div W of the Vosges
conduct aggressive patrolling to the front. Troops of
100th Div, which is transferred from VI to XV Corps,
relievc 324th RCT in afternoon at eastern exit of
Eschbourg-Dossonheim pass through the Vosges and are
attached to 45th Div. (The 324th Inf is moved back to
assembly area near Brouviller; its 2d Bn loaves Strasbourg
area where it has been attached to 2d Fr Armd. Div and
moves to ,rejoin it.) Other elements of 100th Div are in
Sarrebourg area. Forty-fifth Div advances over 3 miles
in eastern foothills of the Vosges. Niedersoultzbach,
SE of lTVeinbourg, is attacked by 179th Inf against moderate
resistance and occupied. Small counterattack- from direction
of lioder R. is repulsed., The 157th Inf atfac'Es'"E from
Weiterswillcr area toward Wefeinbcurg, which is cleared
after a brief engagement. ..Seventy-ninth Div patrols
report that enemy holds Kilstett, Garmbsheim., Birclkald,
and towns directly E of i!Lorschviller, and that mrnies have
been iso:win on Div L flank between Hochstett and iommecnheim
and on the R flank between Weyersheim and Kurtzonhausen.
Second Fr A.rrmid Div passes to VI Corps.

VI Corps The 100th Div moves to Sarrebourg anc.d oins'
XV Corps. Third Div has come out on Rhino plain from
la Bruche R. valley. Seventh Inf relieves 2d Fr irmd';
Div in w,. outskirts of Strasbourg. Thirtieth Inf gathers
up enemy straggler groups in its sector. The 411th Inf
of 103d Div- clears le Hohwald and continues advanucb'
toward Barr, hampered by road blocks and 88-mmT. fire.
Units of 409th Inf engaged in house-to-house fighting in
Dieffenbach and Neuve-Eglise during night. Other elements
run into heavily defended road blocks just Nti of
Triermlach. Attacking E and SE from Ville and St. iiartin,
410th Inf receives considerable enemy arty fire. gibe,
1 mile NNE of Ville, is seized after, heavy fighting, and
units proceed E to-ward Bernardville. 'The 103d Div is to
hold a line from Obernai S through Barr to St. Pierre
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28 and Tiefenbach. In afternoon, line is seized along RR N
Cont of Tiefenbach. Enemy mortar, arty, and MG-fire received

from high ground to the N. Forty-fifth Div attacks to
establish line between Rothbach and Mertzwiller, N of
Moder R. The 157th Inf attacks NE from Ingj'iller and
reaches vicinity S of Rothbach. The 179th Inf crosses
Moder R. and occupies Menchhoffen, Schillersdorf, Nieffern,
and Mliuhlhausen (2 miles SE of Rothbach)., after several
sharp SA fire fights and sometimes under considerable
mortar and tank fire. The 180th Inf also crosses Moder
R. Enemy SA, mortar, MG, and tank fire received from
vicinity of Kindwiller. Farther E along the river there
is strong SA and MG fire from Pfaffenhoffen. Enemy has
.only screening forces in-area N of'Ingwiller, beyond
edge of Vosges forest'N of Moder R., but offers real
resistance farther E, particularly around Pfaffenhoffen.
Elements of.79th Div attack at noon from Berstheim-
Wahlenheim-Rottelsheim area, their objective the S bank
of.the Moder. R., but are soon held up by stubborn enemy
defense of the villages of. Batzendorf and. inte'shouse,
4 miles S't. of Haguenau. Batzendorf is taken after 5
hours of fighting.. On the -L, however, a bn reaches
Uhlwiller, .5 miles-W.of Hagenue. 'At 1325, 314th Inf
attacks N from WTeitbruch, 3 miles E of Rottelsheim, in
effort to outflank enemy at Niederschaeffolsheim from the
E and is at once met by heavy SA fire from town of
Birckwald and from woods to N and NE. Birckwald is
seized by 1410 and positions'are taken up in the woods
before dark. Fourteenth Armd Div (-CCA) is-attached to
XV Corps at noon.

VI Corps .Sevenith Inf of 3d Div takes over' command of
Kehl bridge defensive sector from 2d Fr-Arnmd Div and
patrols section of Strasbourg.- Enemy arty interdictory
*fire-received at E .edge bof city. Fifteenth Inf guards
bridges over itIll R. and; Rhdne-Rhine Canal. DE of
Strasbourg, small but well-armed, dug-in enemy force
defends Gam.bsheim; enemy mortar and flat trajectory fire
received at Kilstett by patrols of 117th Cav Rcn Sq.
RCT 409 of 103d Div continues fight at Dieffenbach, where
enemy units have been reinforced during night. Elements
of 410th Inf at Howarth are pinned down by heavy SA and
mortar fire from the N. The 411th Inf entoere, utsk-irts

lt' & 5 0 ll 1
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28 of-Barr and Andlau, reaching the Rhine plain. Both towns
Cont are vigorously defended. RCT .142 of 36th Div clears

.Musloch, enters Liepvre, 5 miles S of Ville., without
opposition, and goes on'to occupy high ground fartcher E.
The- 142d Inf pushes on in two columns, E tovward la
Vancelle ahd SE to Koenigsbourg Chateau. Resistance
increases in 141st RCT sector, with SA fight at Col de
Bonhonmme. Second Fr Armd Div attacks SW from Strasbourg
in two coluinms. CCD advances SW toward Benfeld and
Gerstheim, along the main roads,. and after overcoming
obstacle of two blown bridges reachesErstein, which is
defended by estimated 500 enemy armed with MIG, bazookas,
and light 'AT guns. There is also heavy fighting at
Osthouse'"Uttenheim, and Schaeffersheim, to the Si'i and
W of Erstein. CCR attacks S from Obernai-MLeistratzheim
area and captures Zelilwiller after stiff fighting North
of Erstein, CCA' of 14th Armd Div is stopped by intense
enemy resistance: 62d BCT loses 3 half tracks, 2 M4 tanks,
10 .tr.ucks and trailers, and one 57-mm. gun, and is forced
to withdraw 3 miles to Hindisheim; 25th BCT is forced to
withdr'aw N of the- blown bridge outside the town. Nine
rmiles to the-' , other elements of CCA attack S to reach
Barr, where 103d Div troops are contacted. Fighting
within Barr becomes heavy, as U.S. tanks advancing down
the narroiw "streets receive enemy bazooka fire froim basement
positions.

FIRST FRENCH AR4M

II Corps Enemy resistance stiffens at Bussang and Oderen
Passes. Many mine fields and road blocks delay progress
in Vosges area.- First Inf Div,. advancing toward St. mnarin,
on the Thur '., 15 miles NW of IMulhous.e, occupies heights
of Rimbach woods.' '.Second Mor Div. overcomes resistance in
region 'of Lachapelle-sous Rougemont and occupies Mortzwiller
and Soppe-le Haut -to -the' NE., Crossing St.. Nicholas stream,
it takes Vautthiermont,:--Eteimbes,..and. B.ellemagny,. SE of
Lachapellu. Enemry counterattack;is repelled at Lauw.
Elements of 2d laor -'Div. contact 'elements of 1st Armd Div at
Soppe-le Bas and: Burhhaupt.-le Haut., icutting off large
salient between'Lauw'and-Heimsbrunn and extending S to
Dannemarie. '- - . t. . .1:
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I Corps !Ninth Col Div proceeds with mopping up of all
area S of the Rhone-Rhine Canal. Div captures Magny and

*Romagny, SW. of Dannemarie, advances to Rhone-Rhine
Canal between Miontreux and Dannemarie, and holds along
line of Canal on S bank. Fifth Armd Div recaptures
Dannemarie and to the N, across the Canal, takes Elbach,
Traubach-le Bas, Uberkumen, Balschwiller, and Fallkwviller,
thus approaching Mulhouse from the SW. First Armd Div in
conjunction with 5th Armd Div occupies Enschingen,
Ammerzwiller, Spechbach le Haut, Bernwille'r, and part of
Spechbach- woods. NW of Mulhouse, Corps forces are on S
outskirts of Lutterbach.

Alps Sector The 100th Inf Bn, RCT 442, relieves First Special
Service Force on Franco-Italian front,

Western French Forces Germans evacuate Aigrefeuille, SE. of
La Rochelle.

First TAF (Prov.) XII TAGC carries out one missionf against
Neuf-Brisach.RR bridge, damaging.it with 2 hits. Boat" bridges
are attacked at Rhinau and'Schoenau, farther downstream, with
no noticeable result.

29 U.S. SEVENTH ARLY

XV Corps RCT 71 of 44th Div is relieved from attachment
to 4th Ar4md Div (XII..Corps), but continues to give it
close support, The 114th Inf attacks and captures
TieffenbachS. Forty-fifth Div's 157th Inf, at edge of
woods on E side of Vosges, advances NE to capture Rothbaeh
and Ottwiller. In center of div zone, 179th Inf mops up
Muhlhausen and is fighting in Uhrwiller at end of day,
The 180Oth Inf, on Div R flank, has advanced along Moder.
R. to Ueberach and Grassendorf, which it enters, although
Pfaffenhoffen and Kindwiller still hold out firmly against
attacking forces. Elements of 314th Inf, 79th Div,
attacking Niederschaeffolsheim, 3 miles S:J of Haguenau,
find little opposition and take the town by 0930, then
in afternoon continue attack toN:W and capture Harthausen,
after running into somewhat more opposition. Other
elements, in the woods to the E, find enemy well dug in
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29 at crossroads NE of Niederschaeffolsheim. Bn which
Cont seizes crossroads is forced back by enemy counterattack

supported by 2 tanks. The 315th Inf mops up in Batzendorf
and TWintershouse and-elements attacking N from latter
take village of Ohlungen without difficulty, though met
by scattered mortar and flat trajectory fire. At 1800,
1st Bn, 313th, reverts to Div when relieved of duty in
Strasbourg with 2d Fr Armd Div.

VI Corps Seventh and 15th Regts of 3d Div maintain
defensive positions W of Rhine R. in vicinity of Kehl
bridge. A bn of 30th Inf is attached to 2d Fr Armd Div.
Other elements of 30th Inf move to Oberhausbergen, 3 miles
WNV of Strasbourg, to serve as tactical reserve. West bank
of Rhine R. N of Strasbourg is outposted by 117th' Cav Rcn-'
Sq. Fighting near edge of Vosges forest in the vicinity
of Barr, elements of 411th Inf of 103d Div take village
of Andlau against stiff resistance, while' other' units of
this regt mop up remaining resistance in Barr. The 409th
Inf captures Thanville under heavy enemy arty fire,
establishes road block S of town, and clears'St. Pier're
Bois. Dieffe.-nbach is finally cleared after a 24-hour.
battle; 120 enemy are killed and 70 surrender. West of.
Itterswiller and S of Bernardsville, 410th Inf is engaged
in fierce combat against a heavily armed, highly mobile
enemy force based at Epfig. Within the Vosges, elements
of 36th Div overcome an enemy road block 1500 yards E of

Liepvre. and 142d Inf secures la Vancelle, to the NE,-
Second Fr Armd Div repulses repeated counterattacks and.
occupies Ers.tein, Schaeffersheim, Uttenheim, and Osthouse,
which remain under heavy enemy arty fire. 'Units of CCA,
14th Armd Div, occupy Gertwiller and pass throuigh Barr,
moving SVi to outskirts of Mittelbergheim. Other elements
occupy Zellwiller, SE of Barr. Road E of Zellwiller is
covered with mines'.

FIRST FRENCH ARilY

II Corps Enemy still confronts 3d ilg Div with strong
resistance in the Vosges. Div front now runs along N--
S line from Lake Longemer to Rimbach. First.Inf Div
reaches Oberbruck and Wegscheid in area directly S'T of.
Rimbach. Second Color Div is \in contact with friendly

- " _ _-
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armd units along general line of Lauw-Mortzwiller-Soppe
le Haut. CC 6 of 1st Armd Div, under control of 2d Mor
Div is' pushing in direction of- Guewefiheim, lO nilas W
of Mulhouse. Enemy forces immediately S of Doller R.
are being eliminated in course of hard fighting by I and
II Corps troops, which have made contact on the Plateau
of.Burnhaupt.

I Corps Ninth CGol Div cleans up wooded area between the
Largue and the Ill Rivers and follows. up the armd forces
along the Rhone-Rhine Canal. W of 'Mulhouse, the enemy has
withdrawn fromr the. area S of Doller R. Fifth A-rmd Div
has destroyed enemy forces N of D.annemarie and established
contact with 1st Arrmd Div in Burnhaupt sector, holding
line Soppe-le Bas--Diefmaten--Gildwiller. Many prisoners
and much booty taken. First Arimd Div holds line along
Doller R. E of Burnhaupt to Mulhouse, has captured
Reiningue, on N side of.river, and elements have reached
Kembs. A strong enemy counterattack at Luttorbach is
stopped short by arty fire. Fourth Mtn Div mops up in
Harth Forest E of Mulhouse.

lps Sector iI/l iMoroccan Rifle Regt is relieved at Ubaye by
Maury Bn of 5th Demi-brigade. Usual patrol activity along
front lines. During evening, the 442d RCT area near Sospel
is heavily shelled, causing 4 casualties.

30 U.S, SEVENTH AhRY

XV Corps The 114th Inf of 44th Div, advancing N from
assembly area S of RR, in the drat E of Tieffenbach, is
hit vjith heavy SA, automatic weapon, arty, and mortar
fire, as wiell as with 20-mm. flak, and troops are pinned
down as they attempt to cross the RR. A bn gets across
by 1515. Rcgt digs in for night in vicinity of ..cisslingen,
which is cleared before dark. Forty-fifth Divts -1Oth*
Inf continues fighting at Kindvwiller. Fighting is also
heavy at Bitschhoffen, a mile ESE. Enemy yiythdrao'is
slightly hoiwever, in area'directly S of these.villages,
where Pfafffenoio n, la Walck, and Ueberach are cleared.
To the iT.U, 179th Inf resumes attack from Miuhlhauscn and
Uhrwiller, reaching edge of woods to INE. Stiff fire
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30 fight develops N of Engwiller and several tank battles.
Cent occur. Elerments;of., 157th Inf work E and NE from vicinity

of Offwiller. Enemy defends Zinswiller approaches
vigorously; combat patrols encounter SA, MG, and flak
fire. Elemecnts-of. 397th Inf (100th Div) hold position
along edge of Vosges forest in Sparsbach-',Ieinbourg area,
about midway betweesn Saverne and Zinswiller.. Seventy-
ninth Div's 314th Inf recaptures crossroads IME of
Niederschaoffolsheim, despite heavy SA fire. From this
point and from Harthausen it attacks through the woods
toward Hagucnau. Enemy SA fire is heavy, the arty and
mortar firoe moderatc; enemy t',.nks appear .in support of
!dug-in inff and 2 are knocked out during afternoon.
Advance cle.ents of 314th Inf reach opposite edge of
woods.. 'Frolm Ohlungen, 315th Inf attacks Schvieighausenj
which lios at 7 'tip of.woods in, which 314th is fighting.
This toi.n is taken af-teor all-day fight and it is found
that- nc.-noy has blown bridges. over the Moder R.

VI Corps Old L-Maginot Line fort. N of Mutzig. continues to
recsist elements of 30th Inf, 3d. Div. -attacking on R flank
of 103d Div, 409th Inf captures Dambach-la-Villo, 3! mrles
E of Thanvill c, taking over 200 PVWs. The 410th. Inf secures
ItterswViller at 1900.. RCT 142 of 36th: Div moves SE to
Koenigsbourg Chateau. ;lS of Koenigsbourg, combat patrol
engages in street fighting in Thannenkirch. Other elements
proceed E from la Vancelle, clearing Hurst. Advance units
occupy high ground overlooking Chatenois and clear
Kintzhe-im, which is only 2 miles W of Selestat. CCR of
2d Fr Armdcl Div seizes Stolzheim, slightly over a mile SSW
of Zelliiller. CCD occupies Gertsheim,: 3-',iloes SE, .of
Erstoin. .attached bn of '30th Inf,. 3d Div, maintains road
blocks near Valff and Zellwiller and protects flanks of.'
CCR. CClA of 14th Armd Div occupies .St. Pierre and clears
Eichhoffen, both S. of_..Barr.

FIRST FiiENCH ~IMT-U

II Corps Troops, of 3d alg Dv. are movin7g -dojn the high
valley of the Thur.- Between eMinil and .tho' Thur 'R.,
Bussang Pass has been. out.flanked 'to the N. First Inf Div
goes into reserve. Ml.oving along theE slopces of the"-

- nsl m _ S_ _s _ _
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Thann. Enemy reacts with SP guns and inf; enorny counter-
attack repulsed at Bourbach le Bas.

I Corps In ?[ulhouse area, reduction of pocket of enor.y
forces N of Rhinc-Rhone Canal continues, as does mopping
up of S part of Harth Forcst. advance N across Doller R.
by troops is delayed by blown bridge at Pont d'Aspach.
Farther i, -advance from Rimbach NE toward St, mriarin
continues.

Alps Sector Quiet day. Somr rcn and harassing fire aetivity.

Western French Forces Enemy has reoccupied aigrofcuillcs.
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1 Germany Although weather restricts 8th AF operations,
256 heavy bombers,' in 2 missions, concentrate on oil objectives
at Gelsenkirchen: 143 release 389.9.tons on Scholven/Buer
synthetic oil plant; 113 strike at Nordstern oil refinery
with 277.2 tons; results.of both attacks unobserved. Alternate
target for 23 additional heavies is Hamm marshaling yards which
receives 57 tons, also with unobserved results. Of 38 8th

,..AF bombers setting out to attack Rudesheim RR bridge, 13 drop
30.5 tons on primary, while 24 attack secondary target,
Coblenz marshaling yards, with 69 tons; weather again obscures
results. Escort for 8th.AF bomber missions provided by
approximately 300 fighters which destroy 3 enemy planes for
loss of 1..

Escorted RAJF bombers (approximately 160 Lancasters and
several Mosquitoes) attack Meerbeck synthetic oil plant at
Homberg, dropping 955 tons of bombs; results ob.s.cured by cloud.
In night attacks on German town centers, 197 Halifaxies, 73.
Lancasters,:and 11 Miosquitoes release 1,185.,9 tons of bombs on
Oberhausen, causing. fires' and. explosions; 47' osquitoes achieve
good results at Berlin with 63.8 tons; 10 Mosquitoes accurately
raid Cologne with. 11,4 tons; Karlsruhe.:and: Mlulheim each lightly
raided by 4 Mlosquitoes. -Seven RAF bombers lost.

2 . OGermany Oil targets again heavily hit by 8th AF and RAF.
Despite continued poor weather, 571 bombers of 8th AF unload
1,323.8 tons on lerseburg/Leuna refinery; 119 attack Sterkrade
(Holten) oil refinery with 254.5 tons; 131 release 361 tons
on Castrop/Rauxel: synthetic oil plant; PFF (Path Finder Force)
method employed a- all targets, and results unobserved.
Meerbeck synthetic, oil plant at Hornmberg attacked for second
successive day by RAF: approximately 180 escorted Lancasters

.accurately drop 952.3 tons, causing fires and large column of
smoke.

Secondary effort of 8th.AF is against rail objectives in
W Germany: 120 bombers report good results against Bielefeld/
Schildesche RR viaduct with 334 tons, while 51 others divide
142 tons between Bielefeld/Brake viaduct and Bielefeld
marshaling yards; 20 strike at Rheine marshaling yards with
48 tons. Targets of opportunity for other Sth AF bori:bers
include Bernburg and Halle; former hit by 35 planes with 76.5
.tons; latter. recevI
minor targets of oT

iumbor of
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Unusually heavy enemy. fighter opposition put up in
Merseburg area. ..Force of 886 fighters. escorts 8th AF bombers,

claiming 161 eneiy planes destroyed, 5 probably, and 27 damaged;

bomber claims against GAF are 19-5-43. Eighth AF losses total

40 bombers and 13 fighters.-
.- In night attacks,-946 RAF bombers (Lancasters, Halifaxes,

and LMosquitoes) concentrate 4,484.1 tons on Duesseldorf town
center, c'ausing largoe fires and explosions; 41 Mosquitoes hit

Osnabrueck to'wn area with 49.8 tons; single Mosquito raids steel

works at Hallendorf. RAF bomber losses during day-total 20'.'

3 Germany Ueather grounds 8th AF bombers, but RAF attacks

Berlin' and. Herford at night; 53 Mosquitoes release 71.8 tons
of. bombs-on'formner, iwhile 8 bombers diop 13.2 tons at Herford.

Germaniy Continuing strong effort against oil installations
in Germany, 8th AF bombers attack as follows: 238 drop 701

tons won Hamburg/Harburg (Rhenania oil refinery); 186 strike at

Hamburg/Rhenania.'(D.P.A.G. oil refinery) with 445.6 tons'; 103

hit Bottrop/Avelheim oil refinery with 220 tons; 133 drop 370.8

tons.on Gelsenkirchen/Nordstern oil refinery; 211 unload .592.7

tons "on itvisbtrg synthetic oil refinery; 139 aim 391.2 tons at

-Neunkirchen. benzol plant,. All bombing done by PFF'method .twith"

results largely'unobserved. During attacks of 1st and 4th on

Gelsenkirchenh/,ordst.rn oil refinery, gas generator, pump
house, storage'tanks, and a number of buildings damaged. At

Neunkirchen, 'hits scored on steel works, locomotive depot, and

town area.
Other objectives' for 8th- AF boombers are ..arshaling yards

at Hamm, Saarlbruecken," and NMunkirchen.: 26 planes drop 64.5

tons on Hamm,. 35 hit S.aarbruec.ken .wi.ah 95.8 -tons, and 25

release 66..7 tons on Neunkirchen. .iordholz is target of'
opportunity. for 9 8th AF bombers; several other points hit by
single bombers. Fighter support for 8th AF bombers furnished'
by 784 planes, -2 of which are missing; 5 U.S. bombers lost.

RAF planes (174 escorted Lancasters) unload 945.8 tons
of bombs on Solingeh town area with generally. unobserved
results. In Inight attack on Bochum, 705 RAF bombers (Halifaxes,
Lancasters, and ..Mosquitoes) achieve good concentration in
center of ton with 3,332.1 tons of bombs; considerable flak,

numerous searchliglts, and many fighters encountered; 25 RAF

4,- Osu
night are Hannover
cr with 56.5 tons
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and 4 others harassing latter with about 7 tons. Dortmund/Ems
Canal (Ladbergen) is objective for night assault by 170-RAF.
bombers (Lancasters and Mosquitoes) which report excellent con-
centration of 930.4 tons in target area, Thirty-two RAF bombers
missing.

5 Germany Rail targets in W Germany bear brunt oTf ith AF
attacks as 397 heavy bombers pound Frankfurt marshaling yards
(M/Y) with 1,175.5 tons of bombs, 332 hit Karlsruhe M/Y with
1,029.5 tons, 218 concentrate 636.5 tons' on Ludwigshafen M/Y, 33'
drop 99 tons on Kaiserlautern M/Y, 36 raid Hanau M/Y with 108,
tons, and 11 release 44 tons on-Landau RR. Bombing done chiefly
by PFF method. At Frankfurt, results reported as fair to good;
7 of the 12 RR lines here have been cut. Area T7 of Karlsruhe M/Y
hit and a number of buildings, including main RR station and.a
probable control building, damaged or destroyed. Subsequent
photographs at Ludwigshafen.show moderate damage; tracks cut and
footbridge over IRR knocked out. Results at Kaiserlautern are
unobserved.and at Hanau are poor.

.Ludwigshafen/ODau. oil refinery is. objective for'176 heavy
bombers.. of. 8th AF which ,release 504 tons of bombs,'.damaging a
number of, bildings in nitrogen and methanol plant and in inter-
mediates and .dyestuffs area. Other 8th AF bombers, operating
singly, raid 8 targe'ts of opportunity. Force of 650 fighters
supports heavy. bombers of. th AF during the'day. T\Jelve U.S.
bombers and 5 fighters'lost.

Ninth AF bombers strongly attack depots at Hamburg: 94 B-26s
and 66 A-20s unload 262 tons of bomibs, of which 182 tons are aimed
at ordnance depot, 47.25 at ammunition dump, and 32.75 at supply
depot; results unobserved at all targets.

RAF BC,for second successive day, attacks Solingen: 170 escorted
Lancasters release 881.7 tons of bombs on town area in O/10lOths
cloud condition with unobserved results. Stuttgart hit at night
by 64 RAF BC Mosquitoes which cause explosions and fires' with 79
tons; 5 other Mosquitoes harass Aschaffenburg rail center with
10.7 tons during night. One RAF bomber fails to return,.

6 Germany Main effort of 8th AF heavy bombers is directed
against oil targets: 142 attack Hamburg/Rhenania oil refinery
with 423.5 tons of bombs, 138 strike at Hamburg/Harburg Ebano
oil refinery with 413 tons; Bottrop~.telheim oil refinery
receives 198.1 tons from 87 bombers; 134 bombers unload 434
tons on Sterkrade/Holten oil refinery; Duisburg/Meiderich
benzol plant is objective for 65 bombers with 136.3 tons.
Weather requires i
of results. Damag
targets.: during at

bservation
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6 November, water gas plant of synthetic oil plant of Ruhr

Benzin A. G. severely damaged and large gas holder SE of

water gas plant demolished; planes attacking Duisburg/Meiderich

benzol plant badly damage the phenol preparation plant.'
Other targets hit by 8th AF are aiittelland Canal and

aqueduct at lMinden and marshaling yards at Neumuenster, Rheydt,

and Hamm. At Miinden, 209 bombers with 667 tons of. bombs
cause new craters near the aqueduct; 254 bombers/apparently
damage M/Y industrial establishments and residences at

Neumuenster with 612.2 tons; at Rheydt, 44 bombers cut at

least 7 tracks and damage buildings and wagons with 101.5

tons; 12 bombers release 27 tons on Hamm M/Y with unobserved

results. Several targets of opportunity raided by other 8th

AF bombers, usually operating singly. Fighter support for

8th AF bombers furnished by 757 aircraft which destroy 5.

hostile planes and damage. 16. U.S. losses are 5 :bombers and

5 fighters.
In daylight raid on Gelsenkirchen town center, 693

escorted bombers of RAF BC release 3,288.6 tons of bombs, but

rapidly deteriorating, weather prevents accurate assessment of

damage. Same target hit at night by 47 RAF BC bombers -with

50.9 tons; good visibility permits' accurate bombing;- firs;,.
estimated to cover 5-mile 'square area, observed still- bulrnig

as result of previous attack. Other towns attacked -at night

'by.RAF BC are Coblenz, Hannover, and Herford. Of theses,
Coblenz is hardest hhit, receiving 518.2 tons from 123 bombers;

very good.concentration achieved in clear weather, and fires.

apparently raging over entire town. Hannover and Herford
receive 18.7 and 14.3 tons from 17 and 8 Mosquitoes, respectively.
Night attack on Miittelland Canal at Gravenhorst by 235 RAF BC
bombers virtually abandoned because of difficulty in marking
target; 30 of the planes' attack 'as scheduled, dropping 66.7
tons; fighter opposition encountered at target and en route

home. Eleven Lancasters drop 49.1 tons on Rheine M/Y at night
with unobserved results. Seventeen RAF bombers and 1 PFF plane
missing.

8 Germany-Holland Eighth AF and RAF BC continue to pound
oil targets. Force of 201 B-17s of,8th AF releases '480 tons
of bombs on Merseburg/Leuna oil refinery by PFF; as' result of
this and earlier attack (2 November), .a number of industrial
buildings appear to be damaged and 3 gas holders and a shed
demolished, Mcerbeck synthetic oil plant at Homberg attacked
.for.. third time this month by RAF BC: 134 escorted Lancasters
attempt to wrbck plant with 731.5 tons of bombs; bomb-ing'visual

I U t B Il a d ~Sfi. bdahSSi. SS Pitil target becomes obscured by · smoke;
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1 Lancaster and 1 Spitfire missing.
Seventy-seven B-24s of 8th AF, in 2 groups, attack

Rheino marshaling yards with total of 208.2 tons of bombs;
results believed to be fair. .Nordhorn Canal and marshaling
yards near Enschede, Holland, are targets of opportunity for
8 B-24s each of 8th AF; each objective receives 20 tons with
poor results; 4 more bombers hit minor targets of opportunity
with unobserved results. Ten of 808 escorting 8th -F fighters
missing; 3 enemy planes destroyed. Three U.S. bombers fail to
return. .

In night attacks, 45 RaF BC Mosquitoes release 57*3 tons
of bombs on Hannover through 10/lOths cloud, iwhile 8 harass
Herford with about 15 tons,

9 Germany Aside from tactical bombing in Lietz-Thionville
area, 8th hF activity limited to attacks on marshal'ing yards
at Saarbruecken and on targets of opportunity at Saarlautern:
329 heavies unload 1,066.5 tons at Saarbrueckcn, bombing by
PFF and visually wvith unobserved to poor results; 34 bombers
release 115 tons at Saarlautern, also with unobserved results.
Nearly 800 fighters support 8th AF bombers during day, 11i3
bombing rail and other objectives in Mannheim-Frankfurt area.
Four U.S.. bombers fnd 5 fighters 1'st during day's 'operations.

viannt-Eickel is chief objective of RAF BC: 242 escorted
Lancasters drop 1,280.1 tons'on town area, while 6 Mosquitoes
aim 3.1 tons at synthetic oil plant; cloud prevents visual
identification of target and obscures results. During night,
groups of 3-6 Miosquitoes harass Gotha, Pforzheim, and Kassel
town areas and miscellaneous targets in vicinity of Schwelm,
NE of Cologne. DTio PRF bombers missing.

10 Germany Eighth LF bombers concentrate on airfields of
tactical importance to ground forces in vicinity of Cologne
(Ostheim and Butzweilerhof) and Frankfurt (Hanau/Langcndiebach
and Wiesbaden): at Ostheim airfield, 87 B-17s release 161.3
tons of bombs; 96 B-17s hit Butzweilerhof airfield with 177.3
tons; 250 'B-24s concentrate 444.4 tons on Hanau/Langcndiebach
airfield; 100 B-17s drop 175.6 tons on Wie.sbaden airfield.
Although bombing is largely by instruments with results
unobserved, subsequent assessment of damage follows: Ostheim
airfield and dispersal-areas cratered and buildings slightly
damaged: about one-half of Butzweilerhof landing ground badlyv
cratered, large a
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buildings damaged or'destroyed; greatest damage at Langendiebach

is to hangar facilities, although landing ground is cratered

and buildings adjacent to hangars damaged; at Uiesbaden, landing

ground damaged by about 150 craters and N dispersal area by

at least 25, and a numrber'of buildings destroyed or damaged.

Wiesbaden/Halle chemical plant is secondary objective for 76

B-17s which drop 123.7 tons by PFF method with unobserved

results. Forty-one B-24s raid secondary target, Hanau marshaling

yards, dropping 76..6 tons, also by PFF and with unobserved

results. Ten 8th AF bombers release 19 tons on city of Cologne;

4.otliers raid minor targets. of opportunity. Almost 700 fighters

fly support missions for 8th kF bombers, patrol, and boWmb and

strafe miscellaneous targets in N Germany; 7 enemy planes

destroyed on ground for loss of 1 fighter. Four U.S. bombers

missing.
Fifty-seven RAF-BC Mosquitoes, in 2 waves, attack Hannover

town area at night, dropping total of 73.8 tons of bombs with

results'largely unobserved due to cloud. -Several .lWoscuitoes

harass Gotha and Erfurt during night.

11 Germany Although continued poor flying weather hampers

and-restricts operations, 8th AF and RAF BC again hammer at

oil objectives'. Force of 100 B-17s attacks Scholvon/Buer oil

refinery at Gelsenkirchen with. 237-,7tons, and 134 B-24s

release 368,4 tons on Bottropk'lelheim -synthetic oil plant.

Both attacks made by PFF methods with unobserved results.

Subsequent assessment of damage at above targets follows: at

Scholven/Buer refinery, overhead bunkers serving gas generator

severely damaged, blower house adjoining generators further

daiaaged, and several buildings and 3 cooling towers damaged;

BottropWelheirm plant is out of action and surrounding area

for several hundred yards cratered.. RF BC attacks ..oi

installations at Castrop-Rauxol during daylight and at

Dortmund, Harburg, and Kamen at' night, bombing through 1tO/lOths
cloud by glow of markers or by navigational aids at all targets

except Harburg wvhere weather is relatively clear. 'Castrop-

Rauxcl synthetic oil plant receives 593.3 tons of bombs from

'114 escorted Lancasters'; 206 bombers release 1,127.1-tons on

synthetic oil plant at -Dortmund; oil refinery plant at Harburg

accurately hit by 233 bombers with 1,099 tons, and good fires

-.observed; 34 liosquitoes attack at Kcmen, 17 of them dropping

25.9 tons on synthetic oil plant and remainder.hitting town

.area with_ viIC During attacks of today and 6 November
n ;oil 'I15 1
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refinery plant mvrocked and several. industrial plants and
business and residential property damaged. Seven Lancasters
fail to return from Ha-rburg 'Pission.

Marshaling yards also claim attention of 8th AF: 143
B-24s unload 396 tons on Oberlahnstein M/Y, '24 B-17s hit
Coblenz M/Y .ijith 68.5 tons, and 23 B-17s release 54.5 tons on
Rheine M/Y; all targets bombed by PFF with unobserved results.
Fighter support for 8th aF bombers furnished at 'Gclsenkirchern,
Bottrop, and Oberlahnstein by total of 384 planes. One U.S
bomber and 1 fighter missing.

In night raids on town ccnters, small groups of Liosquitoes
(2-12) harass Osnabrueck, Wiesbaden, Gotha, and Erfurt with
unobserved results. RAF BC loses 7 bombers and 1 PFF plane.

12 . Nor:.ay 'Tienty-nine Lancasters of PRF BC, each vJith a 6-ton
bomb, sink German BB Tirpitz, largest ship of German Fleet,
at Haakoy (near 'Tronsoe) in morning attack; 1 Lancaster missing.

15 Germany Although continued poor weather prevents 8th 4F
missions, R.F BC attacks oil targets and tomn centers.
.Synthetic oil plant at Dortmund is chief objective, receiving
902 tons of bombs from 174 escorted Lancasters. TIanno-Eickel
and Gelsenkirchen-Bucr synthetic oil plants raided at night by
total of 10 l[Mosquitoes; approximately 8 tons dropped at each
target. Other Mosquitoes lightly raid Berlin, Gotha, and
Karlsruhe during night: 34 drop 41.6 tons on Berlin, 5 release
8.9 tons at Gotha, 4 raid Karlsruhe with 7.1 tons. Results
of all missions obscured by cloud. Three RAF bombers and 1
PFF plane lost.

16 Germany Entire effort of 8th jiF and R'.F BC directed
against tactical targets at or near Eschweiler, Dueren, Juelich,
and Heinsburg.

18 Germany In daylight attack on Iuenster rail. and road
center, 444 escorted bombers of RaF BC drop 1,693.3 tons of
bombs through 10/lOths cloud by means of markers or navi-
gational aids vith unobserved results. Wanne-Eickel synthetic
oil plant receive
and 11 Mosquitoes
number of large e
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sorties, raid THiesbaden, Hannover, and Erfurt town areas

during night;. 40.3 tons dropped at Wliesbaden, 23.3 tons at

Hannover, and 4.5 tons at Erfurt. Single RAF bomber missing.

Eighth -AF 'bombers still grounded by weather, but 382

fighters strafe oil storage depots and airfields in Miunich

and Frankfurt areas with- very good effect; enemy plane losses

on ground and in air total 103- destroyed (40 of wjhich were

jet propelled LE,-262s on Leipheim airfield), 2 probably, and

41 dama.ged; 9 U.S. fighters missing.

20 Gerifanry Eighth 4F bombers, grounded by weather since

11 November, resume operations, attacking oil objectives at

Gelsenkirchen as primary and marshaling yards at .1uenstor as

secondary target: 60 B-17s release 141.1 tons on Scholven/Buer

synthetic oil plant at Gelsenkirchen, while. 92 others drop

228.3 tons on latter. Force of 719 fighters supports heavy

bormbers and harassos -various targets, including flak positions

and transport, E of the Rhine from the Ruhr to iMunich; 9

fighters missing.

For the fourth time this month, RAF BC strikes at Mierbeck

synthetic oil plant'at Homberg, 168 escorted bombers releasing

868.9 tons of bombs; same target raided at hight by 11 more

bombers i,,ith 9.6 tons. Fourteen Mosquitoes drop 11.8 tons

on Castrop-Ra-ur_-iel s[ynthetic oil plant during night. Other

night attacks by PILF BC made on Coblenz and Hannover town

areas and aero-engine and iAFV works 'at Eisenach: Coblenz

receives 225 tons from 42 Lancasters, 58 Mosquitoes drop 66.3

tens on Hannover, 7 MLosquitoes aim 12.5 'tons at industrial

targets at Eiselnach. Five RiF bombers lost.

All attacks of oth iF and RLLF BC hammpred by weather

*which obscures targets and results.

21 Germany-Holland Eighth tF and RPF BC attack a variety of

objectives, including oil refineries, marshaling yards, bridges,

canals, city areas, and airdromes, Merseburg/Leuna oil re-

finery receives 433.5 tons of bombs from 210 B-17s of 8th aF;

174 B-17s strike at Deutsche oil refinery at Hamburg with 461

tons; 171 B-24s unload 475.2 tons on Hamburg/Harburg Rhenania

oil refinery. .bove attacks and others by 8th 1F during day
results. itur' B

aring daylight and
54 escorted
thetic oil plant
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at Homberg iwith fair concentration; 260 bombers attacking
Castrop-Rauxel synthetic oil plant in good visibility accurately
drop 960.4 tons; .274 bombers report bombing-of Storkrade
synthetic oil plant with 868.9 tons well concentrated .

*Attacks on marshaling yards and :other cormmunications
objectives arex. widespread. Force, of 161- th AF'B-17s attacks
Osnabrueck M/Y -with 446.8 tons of bombs; 79 drop 209.5 tons
on Giessen Mvi/Y;. 23 .bombers hit Coblenz M/Y with 66.7 tons;
Huenfeld and Hersfold M/Ys each receive 30 tons' from 12 B-17s;
24 B-17s strike at oieppen M/Y with 60 tons; 21 bombers release
50 tons on Friodburg M/Y.; Quackenbrueck RR' yard roceivos 24
tons from 10 B-17s; 11 heavies drop 27.5 tons on Stolzenau
RR bridge, .while 21 more release 52.5'tons on Autobahn bridge.
RAF BC at night strongly attacks hschaffenburg RR center,
Dortmund/Erms Canal at Ladbergen, and Ilittclland Canal at
Gravenhorst: at Aschaffenburg, 270 Lancasters and 3 liosquitoes
unload l,362.4 tons on M/Y through 9-10/lOths- cloud: iDortmund/
.Ems .Canal reccives 629.2 tons from 128 bombers$ and liitt lland
Canal 613.3 tonlls from 129 bombers; marking at both canals
assessed as accurate and bombing concentr'ted; RR storage
sidings at -cesel lightly raided by RiF BC'at night: 4 IMosquitoes
drop 21.4 tons with unobserved results.

Vfetzlar, Apolda, Hannover, Stuttgart, and fTWormrs town
centers hit. Sixty 8th ,F bombers drop 157.1 tons -on T.otzlar,
while 12 others release 29.8 tons on i.polda. Romaining towns
raided by RhF BC at night: 24 Mosquitoes drop 34.8 tons on
Hannover., 25 release., 29.1 tons on Stuttgart, 'and 17 Lancasters
strike at Worms with 47.5 tons.

Thirteen 8th iF bombers raid flak position 6 miles W of
Merseburg with 28.9 tons; 11 drop 25 tons on Leeuwardcn air-
drome in Holland; 6 release 15.5 tons on Voerden airfield.
i.mong the numerous opportunity targets for 8th AF are Lingen,
Bad Oeynhauson, and Woissenfeols.

During the day, 1,138 8th aF bombers participate in
attacks during which 2,961,7 tons of bombs are dropped.
Considerable reaction experienced from estimated 375-425
enemy planes, chiefly in Merseburg area. Fighters (868) sup-
porting-8th ,F bombers claim 80 enemy planes destroyod, 6
probably, and 25 damaged; U.S. losses are 14 fighters and 25
bombers. RPAF BC loses 12 bombers,
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bombs dropped. Throe RIAF bombers and 1 PFF plano lost.

23 22Germany Although weather restricts air activity, .both'
gth AF and RAF BC attack Nordstern synthetic oil plan't at
Gelsenkirchen: 146 B-17s drop 319,7 tons -while 163,L-ancesters
unload 865.'8 tons. :B-17s supported by 84 fighterPs arid-
Lancastors by 683. Duisburg marshaling yards is secondary'
objective .for 13 additional B-17s with 31.6: tons.. During
night, 61 R.RAF BC Mosquitoes drop 79.8 tons on Hanhnover twn
area, 4 harass Hagen with 5.4 tons, 9 release 16:.1 tons on
aero-engine and. AFV works at Eisenach, and 6 hit Gottingen RR
center with 8.9 tons l weather obscures targets and prevents
observation of results. Two RAF bombers missing; I PFF plane
lost..

24 Germany Eighth AF grounded by weather. RAF BC, despite
weather, strikes at Berlin and Gottingen during night; former
receives 76.2 tons from 57 Iosquitoes; 6 Mosquitoes drop 8,9
tons on latter. Bombing largely by navigational. aids with
unobserved results,

25 Germany Miorseburg/Louna oil refinery and Bingen marshaling
yards are primary targets for 8th aF: 671 Brl7s unload. l,786.3[
tons on former, and 252 B-24s strike at latter with 692.2 tons,
weather prevents visual bombing and obscures results. .: Telve
additional bombers, operating in groups of l;t-o 2, harass
targets of opportunity. Bomber support furnished byI 879
fighters which claim 9 enemy planes destroyed and C8 damaged;-
8 U.S. bombers and 6 fighters fail to return.

RAF BC raids town centers duririn. night: 63 Kosquitoes
drop 78.3 tons on Nuremberg; Hagen, Erfurt, and Stuttgart
each bombed by $3 iMosquitoes. .

26 Gerimany Jisburg synthetic oil refinery attacked by 297
bombers of 8th AF wniith 858.5 tons of bombs; photographs
reveal 2 large fCircs in vicinity of the plant. Altenbokon
and Biolefeld/Schildesche FR viaducts are objectives for 113
and 240 8th AF bombenrs, respectively; former receives 337 tons
with unobserved results; approaches to Bielefeld/Schildoscho viaduct

Eighth. F bombers
52 tons on1! §I
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Osnabruock M/Y; 18 hit Hannover M/Y with 48 tons; 264 unload
763.5 tons on Harmm MA/Y; 37 drop 99.8 tons on Gutersloh MuI/Y;
25 release 74 tons on Herford M/Y. Thirty-six 8th A&F bombers
aim 103.5 tons of bombs at Bielefeld thermal power station
with unobserved results. Misburg town is target of opportunity
for 10 bombers of 8th 1iF with 30 tons; 9 other bombers raid
minor opportunity targets. Above attacks made largely by PFF
with unobserved results.

Very strong enemy fighter reaction evoked by 8th AF,
particularly in Mivsburg area where some 400 enenmy planes are
encountered; bomber'claims against enemy aircraft are 15-14-13,
while the 681 escorting fighters account for 129-8-39; 34 U.S.
bombers and 9 fighters missing.

In daylight attack on Fulda RR center, 71 escorted
Lancasters of RAPF BC release 328.3 tons through l'/iOths cloud.
Force of 257 PRF BC bombers hits Munich town area at night
with 780:8 tons; clear weather permits good concentration on
target. 'Erfurt and Karlsruhe receive 12.5 and 5.5 tons from
7 and 6 !Mosquitoes, respectively, during night.

27 Germany KiMarshlliifg yards at Offenburg and Bingcn are
primary objectives for 8th A;F'bombers, Force of 324 heavies
unloads 875.*4 tons on former with' bombing visual in, part;
photographs reveal 5 concentrations in center of target, and
resulting damage is believed severe, attacking Bingen by PFF,
151 bombers drop 302.9 t6ons with unobserved results. Fighters,
in total of 701 sorties, support 8th AF bombers and bomb and
strafe targets of opportunity in Germany; offensive fighter
operations limited, however, by intercepting enelmy fighters,
Some 750 of which are encountered; hostile planes engage only
the fighter bomber force which claims 102 enemy fighters
destroyed, 4 probably, and 11 damaged for loss of 14 U.S.
fighters.

In daylight attack on Cologne, 167 escorted Lancasters
aim 860.4 tons of bombs at Kalk Nord marshaling yards, but
ground haze prevents assessment of damage. Freiburg and
Neuss town centers attacked in strength by RPF BC at night;
345 bombers unload 1,696 tons on former through 5-10/lOths
cloud; 277 attack at Neuss with 1,194.2 tons through 7-10/lOths
cloud; rcn planes report Freiburg ablaze and rmany fires at
Neuss. Mosquitoes carry out smaller raids on town centers
during night, 60
Ludwigshafen with
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Hallendorf stool 'vorks receives 7.1. tons in night raid by
4 ,iosquitoos. RAF BC loses 3 bombers and 1 PFF plane.

28 Germany Eighth AF grounded by weather. RAF BC carries
out 4 missions at night: 308 bombers drop 1,198.8 tons on
Essen; 147 Lancasters release 731.38 tons on Neuss; 72
'Mosquitoes strike at Nuremberg with 85 tons; 7 Mosquitoes aim
12.5 tons at Hallendorf steel works. all targets obscured by
10/lOths cloud. One RAF bomber and 1 PFF plane lost.

29 Germany Eighth aF bombers (404) unload 1,158.7 tons'of
bormbs on UMisburg synthetic oil refinery by PFF; photographs
-show further damage to, target and largest laboratory destroyed.
Altenbeken ahd Biclefeld/Schildesche RR viaducts again heavily
attacked by 8th A;F bombers, but weather necessitates PFF
bombing and results are unobserved; 113 bombers drop.,337 tons
at Altonbeken viaduct,, mwhile 151 release 509,5 tons at
Bielefeld/Schildleschc viaduct. Marshaling yards at Hamm and
Osnabrueck also hit by 8th a.F: 281 bombers release 795 tons
on former, and 32 drop 94.5 tons on latter; although bombing
is by PFF at both targets, photographs..reveal hits at Hamm in
center of M/Y and on passenger station,..-'Eight minor targets
of opportunity hit by single 8th AF bombers. Bombers of 8th
AF supported by 865 fighters. One U.S. bomber missing.

In strong daylight attack on Dortmund, 291 escorted RAF
*-BC bombers attempt to smash industrial and rail objectives
with 1,583.3 tons of bombs, but bombing is scattered because
of poor visibility. Benzol plant at Duisburg receives 42.8
tons from 29.RAF BC Mosquitoes in daylight raid; results
obscured by cloud, At night, 66 bombers of RFF BC drop 82
tons on Hannovcr. Six RAF bombers and 1 PFF plane missing.

30 G'rmahy Eighth AF bombers again make strong effort
against German oil'.refineries-: 67 drop 165.7 tons of bombs
on Boehleh'refinery; 287 strike at Zoitz refinery with 691.6
tons'; 250 hit I'lerseburg/Leuna refinery with 595.1 tons; 148-
release'. 364.2 tons on Luetzkendorf refinery. Although bombing
is visual in soie instances, results are unobserved. Photo-

ph' , it obSm .~' show fair to good results.
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3Q attacking marshaling yards, 103 bombers of 8th AF release
Cont 251.3 tons on Horibourg, and 181 drop 442.1 tons on Neunkirchen;

both attacks made by PFF with unobserved results. ALmong the
more heavily raided targets of opportunity are Bochlen city
area and unspecified objectives at Gera,' Ohrdruf, Rudolstadt,
Tintersdorf, Fulda, Gotha, and Weissenfels, each hit by groups
of 10-21 bombers of 8th AF; numerous minor targets of oppor-
tunity raided. Only slight opposition put up by enoe;m air-
craft, but flak at oil targets is intense and accurate.
Support of 8th AF bombers furnished by 907 fighters which
destroy 4 ener!y planes; 33 U.S. bombers and 3 fighters missing.

In daylight attacks, 60 Lancasters of RaF BC drop 311.6
tons on Bottrop/.Telheim coking plant, 60 others release 312.2
tons on Osterfeld benzol plant, and 36 Mosquitoes raid
Duisburg/Meiderich benzol plant with 50.7 tons. Visual
identification of targets and assessment of results impossible
because of 8-10/10ths cloud. ht night, PAF BC planes bomb 2
town centers and. a steel works through 10/lOths cloud;
Duisburg receives 2,111.4 tons from 553 bombers; 51 Mosquitoes
release 63.4 tons on Hamburg; 6 Mosquitoes raid Hallendorf
steel works with 11.6 tons. RaF loses 5 bombers.
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